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ABSTRACT
Physical therapists provide health care services to a diverse range of patient
populations. Members of these populations may differ in language or culture from the
therapists who treat them. If a language barrier is present, vital communication is lost, and
there is interference with the implementation of effective physical therapy.
Options in overcoming language barriers include a language assistance department,
a bilingual staff directory, a telephone interpreter service, and an outside interpreter.
Limitations of these options exist that can lead to ineffective treatment.
This project makes one further option available. This option is translated written
material and audiotapes. This project is an extension of written orthopedic physical
therapy evaluations (formulated by Nadine K. M. Takai and Cheryl Walker) that are
provided in the Appendix. Home programs were developed and translated into Spanish.
Audiotapes of these programs were recorded in the same language.
The purpose of this project is to bypass the limitations of other options while
reaping the benefits of translation in providing effective health care outcomes. Hopefully,
this project will make therapists aware of the importance of communication, provide nonEnglish-speaking patients a prominent voice in their care, and facilitate effective health
care outcomes.

IX

CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
You are a physical therapist working in an outpatient clinic. You knock on the
door of a treatment room to meet your patient, hear a muffled reply, and enter the room.
As you introduce yourself and extend your hand for a handshake, your patient stands up to
receive your gesture and introduces himself as well. This seems like a well-set stage to
conduct an effective interview and treat this patient. A problem is evident; you understand
absolutely nothing your patient just said. Your patient does not speak English.
A physical therapist in this situation may feel a sense of panic due to this language
barrier. How can communication take place? How will questions be asked? How will a
diagnosis be determined and explained to the patient? How will a treatment and home
program be administered? How will outcomes be determined? The therapist must answer
all of these questions to provide effective health care in this and all patient situations.

Physical therapists utilize evaluation, modalities, patient and family education,
home exercise programs, follow-up visits, and prevention information to provide effective
treatment of primarily musculoskeletal disorders. The patient populations treated by these
physical therapy services are diverse. These populations differ in age, diagnosis, race,
attitude, culture, religion, language, and the list could continue. Although this range is
large, all popUlations involved deserve equal opportunity to receive effective health care.
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The diversity of patient populations may result in a culture or language barrier
between the patient and the therapist. This language barrier impedes the flow of
communication that is vital to physical therapy practice. Interference with effective health
care could result.
An analysis of the literature discusses communication in the following ways:

communication changes when dealing with different cultures. Overcoming communication
and/or language barriers is important in producing high quality health care.
Due to the importance of communication in health care, options to overcoming
barriers must be explored. There are many options available. Some of these options
include language assistance departments, directories of bilingual staff, telephone
interpreter services, and outside interpreter services. However, it is important to be aware
of the limitations of these options before utilizing them.
Limitations of the previously mentioned options may include cost, availability, and
difficulty with adequate transfer of information via the interpreter. Misinterpretation of
information by either the therapist or the patient can lead to dissatisfaction,
noncompliance, ineffective treatment, and poor follow-up care. These factors fail to foster
good quality of care; therefore, the purpose of this project is to bypass the limitations of
other options while reaping the benefits of translation in assisting effective health care
outcomes.
For the purpose of this project, the language barrier is one between and Englishspeaking physical therapist and Filipino and Spanish patient. These particular nonEnglish-speaking populations were chosen on the basis of their prevalence in the United

3
States and subjective need fot these language translations in the clinical environment.
Patient evaluation forms, translated from English to Spanish, will be provided in Appendix
A. These evaluations were formulated by Nadine K. M. Takai and Cheryl Walker. The

current project is an extension of Nadine and Cheryl's work and will consist of written
translated home exercise programs and audiotapes describing these exercises.
Hopefully, this project will make therapists more aware of the importance of
communication. It also will provide therapists with tools to enhance communication
between themselves and their patients. This project will also provide non-Englishspeaking patient a more prominent voice in their care. The results of opening channels
such as these will lead to effective health care outcomes.

CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW
An analysis of the literature reveals the importance of communication in the
implementation of health care. There are options identified that overcome some problems
of communication. However, limitations of these options must be explored before
implementing them. Gathering and processing information relative to barriers, needs,
options, and consequences of those options will lead to selection of the optimal solution
and effective health care.
Communication and Language
Communication is used each day to relate to others and the environment. It is
often taken for granted that communication is simple. It is assumed that detailed meanings
being relayed to others are understood. This is most often not the case, as communication
is quite complex. Communication involves language, mores, channels, and emotions.
There are various definitions of language that exemplify communication's
complexity. The following explanation of language is an example.
Language consists of a series of symbols. The symbols may be the sounds,
letters, syllables, words, plu'ases, sentences, gestures, pictures, and other
designators or illustrators used to represent the thoughts and feelings of
messages when arranged in patterns that the society using them has agreed
upon.!
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Through this definition, it is recognized that without common familiarity and agreement, it
would be impossible to relay any message or thought to another person.
Communication is a process of relaying information by a common set of rules. 2
People of different societies have different cultural mores. What happens if some
members of the society do not communicate on the basis of these rules or mores?
Transcultural communication is hindered.
Social objects and events are perceived differently.3 A further definition of
communication demonstrates how this cultural variance may disrupt adequate message
sending.
Communications can be defined as the flow of a message from a sender to
a receiver via a channel. Channels include the spoken or written word,
pictures, physical gestures, etc. 4
If cultural variance exits, there will not be a commonly understood channel. If there is no
connection, the proper understanding of the message is sure to be missed. Apprehension,
doubt, anger, and fright often accompany this misunderstanding. 5
Feelings of apprehension, doubt, anger, and fright may become elevated when
there is a difference in language in combination with cultural variances. This adds to the
apprehension many people bring with them when entering a health care situation. All of
these feelings combined create negative consequences to adequate patient care and
communication.
Communication is integral in health care. However, with all its complexity and
components, communication is easy to misinterpret. The consequences of this
misinterpretation can have negative effects on health care outcomes.
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Consequences of Misinterpretation
Verbal communication is an integral component of self-report from a patient to the
therapist. 6 As a patient attempts to speak a language other than his native one, he may
communication his thoughts in an unfamiliar or incorrect manner. 8 This requires an extra
effort by the patient to organize the subjective information he wishes to give the therapist
in this self-report. 8 Also, as the therapist tries to ask questions and provide information to
the patient, he may demonstrate vocal cues that are not the same as those in the patient's
language. 8 These cues could result in false feedback from the patient, leading to
misdiagnosis and ineffective treatment.
The following studies demonstrate how such misunderstanding can occur. In a
study by Marcos et al,9 it was found that among Spanish-speaking patients, more
pathology was found in those interviewed in English than in those interviewed in Spanish.
In another case, a patient in a psychiatric institution had made no progress within a
year. 6 This changed when a member of the nursing staff noticed her Hispanic origin and
realized she could not speak English. 6•7 Further, if an element of patient education were to
have been involved, instructions may have been misunderstood and the proposed care not
utilized. 10
A study in which nurses were to determine the top barriers to patient teaching
found that language ranked second of 15 barriers identified (see Table 1).1l Another study
by Rosen, Sanford, and Scott l2 revealed that 28% of Spanish-speaking patients did not
understand at least part of their diagnosis or patient education.
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Table I.-Rank Ordering of Mean Importance Ratings by Nurses on
Barriers to Effective Patient Teaching 13

ITEM NO.

STATEMENT

MEAN

RANK

SD

6

Lack of time due to staff shortage

3.94

1

1.25

1

Language

3.77

2

1.38

9

Patients' lack of interest to learn

3.56

3

1.13

10

Patients' low educational level

3.52

4

1.42

5

Lack of appropriate teaching aids

3.41

5

1.25

12

Patients' lack of trust of nurses'
competence

3.26

6

1.29

Frequent changes in patient assignment
due to shift rotation

3.23

7

1.69

Patient teaching is not considered to be
an important aspect of patient care

3.22

8

1.47

4

Nurses' inadequate skills on how to teach

3.18

9

1.36

3

Nurses' inadequate knowledge on what
to teach

3.06

10

1.51

Lack of encouragement/recognition by
doctors

3.03

11

1.36

2

Cultural and religious differences

2.93

12.5

1.34

13

Lack of encouragement/recognition by
.
.
nursmg supenors

2.93

12.5

1.15

Lack of encouragement/support from
co-nurses

2.84

14

1.34

Patient's anxiety

2.36

15

1.5

7

8

14

15

11

8
A health care satisfaction study conducted by Ali and Mahmoud 13 found that 40%
of those people interviewed in the study were unsatisfied with health care. Of this group,
19.4% were dissatisfied due to a language barrier with the staff (see Table 2).0 Patients
who are dissatisfied with their care may have doubts about its quality and the statements
made by the therapist concerning their health outcome. This leads to noncompliance.
Dissatisfied patients are also more likely to avoid routine health care and attend
follow-up visits. IO Some non-English-speaking patients admitted to ignoring letters they
had received written in English which addressed medical care findings or check-up
inforrnation. 14 Non-English-speaking populations of people need a means to clear this
language barrier to receive adequate satisfaction and quality of health care.
Options
There are options available to crumble the language barriers that may exist
between a patient and therapist. With means available to maximize communication,
channels for thought and exchange of information are opened. These opened channels
provide for better diagnostic information, treatment, and compliance. The most optimal
solution is a bilingual therapist, but there are other effective options.
One option is to create a language assistance department to assist in language
services. IS This department would be located within the health system to provide
interpreters and coordinate information needed regarding language barrier needs.
A second option is to create a directory of bilingual staff. 15 ,16 The staff members
fluent in a second language would be listed by name, languages spoken, and location

9

Table 2.-Causes of Dissatisfaction Among the Unsatisfied Group

CAUSE

NUMBER AND % OF RESPONDENTS

a. The center is too far
b. The center's working hours are not suitable
c. Absence of specialty clinics in the center
d. Language barrier with the staff

120 (33.3%)
70 (19.4%
140 (38.9%)
70 (19.4%)

e. Physician misbehavior

110 (30.6%)

Delay in the center

230 (63.9%)

f.

g. No confidence in the center

60 (16.7%)

h. It costs too much to come to the center

70 (19.4%)

I.

50 (13.9%)

Others
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within the hospital. With this information, a therapist could call on one of these staff
members whenever a language barrier arose.
Telephone interpreter service is a third option. IO,15 This will offer a phone line to
be accessed in a short amount of time to allow translation on the phone via a certified
interpreter. This service is offered in more than 140 languages and is available 24-hoursa-day and seven days-a-week. 15
A further option is to utilize an outside interpreter service. 16 This service would be
especially helpful if the facility needed interpreter services on rarer occasions than other
facilities. In these instances, the interpreter could be called upon to work in the facility
only at the time needed.
All four of these options have two negative things in common. They all rely on
interpreters to cross the language barrier between the patient and the therapist. Also, they
all have either a cost or availability factor involved.
Although interpreters enhance the transfer of information between a patient and a
therapist, misdiagnosis and ineffective treatment may still occur at some level. In an
observational study, it was determined that 23% to 25% of spoken words and phrases
were not translated correctly.IO·17 Also, inadequate data collection and changes of meaning
may result because the real message may be hidden by the patient's body language or
emotions. 4 ,6 Even if the interpreter believes he is referring to the same thing that the
patient intended, this may not actually be the case. 18 Some errors that create this situation
are omission, addition, condensation, substitution, and role exchange. 19
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All five of these errors result in modified information. Modification happens as the
message leaves the patient's mouth, is processed by the interpreter, and is relayed to the
therapist. The first error, omission, occurs when a piece of the message is 10St. 19
Addition, in contrast, is mixing extra information with the patient's statement. Simplifying
information is condensation, whereas replacing concepts is substitution. Role exchange
happens when the interpreter takes it upon himself to ask questions or provide information
rather than relying on the therapist's direction.
There are other negative effects of using interpreters in practice. Interpreters may
divert their attention or have a lack of interest in the process resulting in
misinterpretation. 19 Interpreters may skew data by the use of slang4 or speaking quickly. 19
All of these factors, and the delay it may take to access an interpreter, can influence the
physical therapy interview or treatment situation.
Another factor to acknowledge is that of patient confidentiality.lO Most of the
time, an interpreter will be a complete stranger of the patient, but will be hearing and
sharing in the patient's personal medical information. For this reason, the patient may be
less inclined to include all pertinent information for data collection. Even if the interpreter
is a friend or family member of the patient, permission should be asked of the patient to
utilize this service. 16 To show that the patient has consented to this form of a breach in
confidentiality, the therapist should document the permission given, the interpreter's name
and affiliation, and any other pertinent information. 16
Availability and cost should be considered when attempting to choose one of the
three previously mentioned options. Rural facilities may not have access to qualified
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bilingual individuals who may serve as interpreters. In addition, facilities working on a
limited budget may not be able to provide for language departments, the contracting of
interpreters, or extensive phone language services. 10
There is another option by which to cross the language barrier while overcoming
the negative factors concerning interpreters, availability, and cost. This final option
includes multilingual visual and auditory aids,15 such as translated written and audiotape
material. Written material is a fairly standard component to education and patient
treatment. This material is most effective if it is in the patient's primary language. 16 The
use of the primary language improves patient compliance based on the patient's improved
understanding of instructions and advice for home use. A patient can analyze written
material and have it as a reference. This analysis cannot be done if spoken information is
provided alone. I Audiotapes in the patient's primary language can supplement the written
material and increase understanding. Audiotapes are also economical to produce. 20 This
written and audiotape communication option is the focus of this project. The option
presented by this project is meant to bypass the negative aspects of interpreter service,
while reaping the benefits of translation for evaluation, treatment, and home programs.

CHAPTER THREE
DEVELOPMENT
A common ground between the patient and the therapist is essential to provide
non-English-speaking patients a prominent voice in their health care and improve
therapeutic outcomes. 5 Language barriers need to be reduced to increase understanding
between a patient and a therapist. This project provides an aid in crossing language
barriers.
Two languages are chosen to be part of this project. These two languages are
Spanish and Filipino. Spanish-speaking and Filipino-speaking populations are widespread.
Therefore, the potential language barrier is a considerable concern for implementation of
adequate health care.
In the United States, individuals who speak a language other than English total
900,675. 23 Growth of the Hispanic population is more than any other racial or cultural
groUp.21 The number of people of Hispanic origin in the United States is 248,709,873. 22
Of that group, 31,844,97922 speak a language other than English. Likewise, the Filipino
population in the United States numbers 11,419,711. 23 This project addresses the
language barrier of members of these two populations and English-speaking therapists.
To begin to achieve good therapeutic outcomes, a patient evaluation is performed.
Therefore, the language barrier from patient to therapist is addressed through translated

13
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evaluation forms. Orthopedic evaluations developed by Nadine K. M. Takai and Cheryl
Walker are included. The orthopedic evaluations formulated in Spanish cover
temporomandibular, shoulder, elbow, wristlhand, hip, knee, and ankle joints. Questions
pertaining to patient history and symptoms, in the form of a yes/no checklist, were
included and based primarily on the principles of McKenzie and Magee. Diagrams of each
body area were pictured on the evaluation, such that areas of complaint could be
indicated. Spanish evaluations are found in Appendix A.
Following a patient evaluation, treatment plans and follow-up care are
implemented. An important part of treatment and follow-up care is a home program of
exercises and/or instructions. This home program will help the patient continue to
improve and also prevent the condition from recurring. For proper implementation of
treatment and a home program, the language barrier from therapist to patient must be
addressed.
Therefore, home programs were developed in the Spanish language. The
orthopedic areas presented in the evaluations discussed previously were addressed (see
Table 3). Precautions, exercise protocols, and pictorial representations chosen for the
home programs were selected from the author's personal experience, various hospital
programs/4 •25 books,26'28 and class material. 29
After the English programs were organized, the material was given to translators.
Hector Gonzalez translated material to Spanish. The translations were then added to the
English material with pictorial representations. Each language's combined material was
then read onto audiotape. These tapes are available in a leaflet with this project.
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Table 3.-Joints and Exercises/Protocols Presented in Home Programs for Each Joint

JOINT

EXERCISE/pROTOCOLS

Temporomandibular

Distraction
Rotation and Translation

Neck

McKenzie
Isometrics

Back

William's flexion
Nelson's back extension
McKenzie back extension
Post laminectomy

Shoulder

Rotator cuff
Total shoulder

Elbow

*AAROM
+AROM
#RROM

Wrist

AROM
RROM

Hand

AROM, RROM for thumb
AROM, RROM for fingers

Hip

Total hip

Knee

Total knee
ACL reconstruction
Arthroscopy

Ankle

Active and stretches

*AAROM - active assistive range of motion
+AROM - active range of motion
#RROM - resistive range of motion
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The Spanish home programs are provided in Chapter IV. Although Spanish was
the only language provided by the project, expansion to any language that presents as a
barrier to patient/therapist communication is possible. Translated instructions will elevate
patient understanding to increase the benefits of care physical therapists provide.

CHAPTER FOUR
HOME EXERCISES

The following home exercise programs were organized from a variety of
sources. 24,25,26,27,28,29,33 They are organized into either specific protocols for
orthopedic diagnoses or as general strengthening exercises. The areas targeted for
programs include temporomandibular joint, neck, back, shoulder, elbow, wrist, hand, hip,
knee, and ankle. These programs are meant to be examples of possible protocols to be
utilized in a clinical setting. However, a therapist could piece together parts of protocols
specifically appropriate for a presenting patient from these programs.
TEMPOROMANDIBULAR JOINT (TMJ)

Place layered tongue depressors between upper and lower teeth. Gradually work to
increase the amount of tongue depressors used until you can open far enough to insert the
knuckles of your index (along bottom teeth) and middle (alOI't! top teetfi) fingers in this
same space. Hold for
seconds. Repeat
times. 2
Coloque la capa deprimidora de lengua entre los dientes superior y inferior.
Gradualmente aumente la cantidad de lengua deprimidora usado hasta que la apertura es
sufficiente para insertar los nudillos del de do indice (a 10 largo de los dientes inferiores) y
el de do del medio (a 10 largo de los dientes superiores) en el mismo espacio. Aguante por
segundos.
Repita
veces.
Place cotton dental rolls between top and bottom back teeth and bite down. Hold for
seconds. Repeat _ _ times. 26
Coloque los rollos dental de algodon entre los dientes superior y inferior traceros y
muerda. Aguante por
segundos. Repita
veces.
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TMJ rotation and translation control (4 phases)33
Rotacjon y control del translacion de TMJ (4 faces)
Phase I: Keep tongue on the roof of your mouth. Place one index finger on the involved
TMJ. Place your other index finger on your chin. Allow the lower jaw to drop down,
times.
guiding with the index finger. Make sure jaw opens straight. Repeat
",

Fase I: Mantenga la lengua en el paladar. Coloque un dedo indice en el TMJ envuelto.
Coloque el otro de do indice en el menton. Guiando con el dedo indice, permita que la
mandibula inferior caiga. Asegurece que la mandibula abra recto. Repita_ _veces.
Phase II: Keep tongue on roof of your mouth. Place one index fmger on each TMJ.
Allow the lower jaw to drop down and back (chin to the throat). Make sure jaw opens
straight. Repeat
times.

"
Fase II: Mantenga la lengua en el paladar. Coloque un dedo indice
en cada TMJ.
Permita que la mandibula inferior caiga hacia abajo y atras (de menton hacia la garganta).
Asegiirece que la mandibula abra recto. Repita
veces.
Phase III: Start with tongue on roof of your mouth. Place one index finger on involved
TMl. Place your other index fmger on your chin. Allow the lower jaw to drop doWn and
back, guiding with index finger. Drop tongue from roof of mouth and finish opening jaw.
Make sure jaw opens straight. Repeat
times.
Face III: Comience con la lengua en el paladar. Coloque un dedo indice el TMJ
envuelto. Coloque el otro dedo indice en el menton. Guiando con el de do indice, permita
que la mandibula inferior caiga hacia abajo y atras. Baja la lengua del paladar y termina
abreindo la mandibula. Asegurece que la mandibula abra recto. Repita
veces.
Phase IV: Start with tongue on roof of mouth. Place one index finger on each TMJ.
Allow the lower jaw to drop down and back. Drop tongue and finish opening. Make sure
jaw opens straight. Repeat
times.
Fase IV: Comience con la lenegua en el paladar. Coloque un de do indice en cada TMJ.
Permita que la mandibula caiga hacia abajo y atraS. Baja la lengua del paladar y termina
abriendo la mandibula. Asegtirece que la mandibula abra recto. Repita
lIeces . .

19

NECK
CUELLO
McKenzie Program27
Programa McKenzie
Chin tuck
Look straight ahead and relax. Move your head steadily backwards until it is pulled back
as far as possible. Keep your chin tucked down and in (keep looking straight ahead and
do not tilt head or look up). Hold for
seconds. Repeat
times.
Alforza del Menton
Mire directamente hacia el frente y relajece. Mueva la cabeza continuamente hacia atras,
hasta 10 mas lejos possible. Mantenga el menton alforzado (continue mirando hacia el
frente y no incline la cabeza or mire hacia arriba). Aguante por
segundos. Repita_
veces.
Neck extension
Lift your chin up (without chin tuck) and tilt your head backwards as iflooking to the
ceiling. Do not allow your neck to move forwards as you do this. Once your head is
tilted back as rar as possible, you should turn your nose just a half an inch to the right and
then to the left to get your head farther backwards. Return to starting position.
Repeat _ _times.
Extenciort del Cuello
Levante el menton (sin alforza del menton) y incline la cabeza hacia atraS como si
estuviera mirando el techo. Mientras haga esto, no permita que el cuello se mueva hacia
adelante. Cuando la cabeza este inclinado hacia atras 10 mas possible, debe voltear la
nariz una pulgada hacia la derechay luego hacia la izquierda, para que la cabeza se mueva
mas hacia atraS. Regrese a la posiciOn de comienzo. Repita
veces.
Sidebending
Bend your neck sideways and move your head towards the right/left. Attempt to bring
ear toward shoulder without raising the shoulder. Keep looking straight ahead as you do
this. Place your right/left hand over the top of your head and gently pull your head even
further toward your shoulder. Hold for _ _ seconds. Repeat
times.
Doblado de lado
Doble el cuello hacia 10 lados y mueva la cabeza hacia la derechalizquierda. Irate de
traer la oreja hacia el hombro sin levantar el hombro. Siga mirando hacia el frente
durante el movimiento. Coloque la mano derechalizquierda sobre la cima de la cabeza y
gentilmente tire de la cabeza mas hacia el hombro. Aguante por
segundos. Repita
veces.
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Neck rotation
Keeping your head in chin tuck position, tum your head far to the right/left. Try to bring
your chin over to your shoulder. Use both hands and gently push your head further into
rotation for extra effectiveness. Hold for
seconds and return to starting position.
Repeat
times. Continue repeated rotation to the most painful side if pain is
centralizing. If pain does not centralize, repeat rotation to least painful side. Follow this
exercise with chin tucks and neck extension.
Rotacioh del cuello
Manteniendo la cabeza en la posicidn de alforza del menton, vire la cabeza hacia la
derechalizquierda. Trate de traer el mentoh hacia el hombro. Para efectivo adicional,
gentihrtente empuje la cabeza hacia la rotacion con ambas manos. Aguante por
_ _ segundos y regrese a l~ posicion de comienzo. Repita
veces. Si el dolor se
esta centralizando, continue repitiendo la rotacio'n allado mas doloroso. Si el dolor no se
centraliza, repita la rotacion allado de menos dolor. Siga este ejercicio con alforzas del
menton y extensiones de cuello.
Neck flexion
Drop your head forwards and let it rest with chin dropped toward chest. Both hands
should be pl~ced behind the back of your heari with interlocked fingers. Arms should
relax so elbows point down towards the floor. Hold for
seconds. Repeat _
.times.
Follow this exercise with chin tucks and neck extension.
Flexiones de cuello
Baja la cabeza hacia el frent; y deja que descanse con el mentoI1 caido hacia el pecho.
Coloque ambas manos detras de la cabeza con los dedos entrelazados. Los brazos deben
descansar para que los codos apunten hacia el piso. Aguante por
segundos.
Repita
veces.
Isometric exercises
Ejercicios isometricos
Flexion
With your head and neck straight, place your hands on your forehead. Attempt to bend
your head and neck forward, but resist with your hands. Hold for _ _ seconds.
Repeat
times.
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Flexi6n
Con la cabeza y el cuello derecho, coloque las manos en la frente. Trate de doblar la
cabeza y el cuello hacia el frente, pero recista con las manos. Aguante por
___ segundos. Repita
veces.

Extension
With your head and neck straight, place your hands behind your head. Attempt to move
your head backward, but resist with your hands. Hold for
seconds.
Repeat
times.
Extensid'n
Con la cabeza y el cuello derecho, coloque la manos detras de la cabeza. Trate de mover
la cabeza hacia atras, pero resista con las manos. Aguante por
segundos.
Repita
veces.

S ide bending

~ith your chin level and your head and neck straight, place your hand on the left/right
sId~ of ~our head. Attempt to bring your left/right ear toward your left/right shoulder but
reSIst WIth your hand. Hold for

seconds. Repeat

times. Switch sides. '
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~on .la guija' a nivel y la cebeza y el cuello derecho, coloque las manos en ellado

~zqu~erdo/derecho de la cabeza. Trate de traer la oreja derecha/izquierda hacia el hombro
lzqu.lerdo/derecho, pero resista con la mano. Aguante por
segundos.
Replta
veces. Cambia de lado.

\
Rotation
With your chin level and your head and neck straight, place your hand on the left/right
temple area. Attempt to turn your chin toward your left/right shoulder, but resist with
your hand. Hold for
seconds. Repeat
times. Switch sides.
Rotacion
Con la ~uija a nivel y la cabeza y el cuello derecho, c?loque la mano en el area
izquiercfa/derecha del tempano. Trate de virar la quija hacia el hombro
izquierdo/derecho, pero resista con la mano. Aguante por
segundos. Repita
veces.
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William's flexion exercises24
Ejercicios de flexion de William

BACK
ESPALDA

Partial sit-up
Lie on your back with your knees bent and your feet flat on the floor. Begin with your
arms by your side. Reaching your arms gently past your knees, lift your head and
shoulders off the supporting surface. This may be made more difficult by placing arms
across chest or behind head. Hold for
seconds. Repeat
times.
Sentadillas parciales
Acuestate boca arriba con las rodillas dobladas y los pies pIanos en el piso. Cornienza
con los brazos a los lados. Gentilmente extienda los brazos pasando las rodillas, levanta
la cabeza y los hombros de la superficia de soporte. Colocando los brazos sobre el pecho
o detnls de la cabeza hace el ejercicio mas dificil. Aguante por
segundos.
Repita
veces.

Pelvic tilt
Lie on your back with your knees bent and your feet flat on the floor. Flatten the small of
your back against the supporting surface by tilting your pelvis. Hold for _ _ seconds.
Repeat _ _ times.
Inclinacion pelvica
Acuestate boco arriba con las rodillas dobladas y los pies plano en el piso. Pon un area
pequefl:o de la espalda de plano en la superficie de soporte mediante la inclinacio'n del
pelvis. Aguante por
segundos. Repita
veces.
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Double knees to chest.
Lie on your back. With your hands, pull your knees up toward your chest as far as
possible. YOli should feel a stretch in lower back. Hold this stretch for
seconds.
Release the pull but do not release the grasp on the knees. Repeat
times.
Rodillas dobles hacia el pecho
Acuestate boca arriba. Con las manos, hale las rodillas hacia el pecho hasta mas no
poder. Debe sentir un estir6n en la espalda inferior. Aguante el estiron por
segundos. Deje de halar pero no suelte el agarre de la rodillas. Repita
veces.

Hip flexor stretch
Standing with arms supported on surface, place right/left foot back so that the knee and
ankle on the forward leg assume a 90 degree angle. Shift weight forward on front leg.
Flatten the small of the back while keeping stomach muscles tightened. Stretch should be
felt in front of the right/left thigh. Switch legs. Hold for _ _ seconds each leg. Repeat_
times each leg.
Parado con las manos soportadas en la superficie, coloque el pie derecho/izquierdo hacia
atraS para que la rodilla y el tobillo asuma un angulo de 90 grados en la pierna delantera.
Alterne el peso hacia la pierna delantera. Manteniendo los musculos del est6mago
apretados, aplane el area pequena de la espalda. Debe sentir un estiron en el muslo
derecho/izquierdo. Cambie de pierna. Aguante cada pierna por
segundos.
Repita
veces. Con cada pierna.
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Nelson's back extension exercises24
Ejercicios de extencion de espalda de Nelson
Lie on your stomach with a pillow under your hips, arms by your side. Slowly, lift your
head, shoulders and arms up. Come up from the floor far enough so that your head and
shoulders are not touching it, but not so far that you arch your low back. Hold for
seconds. Repeat
times.
Acuestata boca abajo con la almohada deajo de las caderas y los brazos a los lados.
Levanta la cabeza, los hombros y los brazos bien despacio. Levanta la cabeza y los
hombros hasta que no toquen el piso pero sin archear la espalda inferior.
Aguante por
segundos. Repita
veces.

Lie on your stomach with your arms straight out from your body. Lift your head,
times.
shoulders, and arms up from floor. Hold for _ _ seconds. Repeat
Acuestate boca abajo con las brazos despegados del cuerpo. Levanta la cabeza, los
veces.
hombros y los brazos del piso. Aguante por _ _ segundos. Repita

McKenzie back extension exercises24 ,28
Ejercicio de extension de Espalda McKenzie
Lie face down with your arms at your side and head turned to one side. Remain in this
position for 5 minutes. Make a conscious effort to remove all tension from your low back
and relax. Repeat
times.
Acuestate boca abajo con los brazos a los lados y la cabeza volteada hacia un lado.
Mantenga esta posici5n por 5 minutos. Haz un esfuerzo conciente de remover toda
tensi6n de la espalda inferior y relajarse. Repita
veces.
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Progress to this exercise. Lie face down and come slowly up on elbows, making sure to
relax your low back muscles. Remain in this position for 5 minutes. Repeat
times.
Progreso del ejercicio. Acustate boca abajo y levantece despacio a los codos
asegurandoce de relajar los musculos de la espalda inferior. Mantenga esta posicion por 5
minutos.
Repita ___ veces.

Progress to this exercise. Lie face down with hands in position as if to perform a push-up
with hands at shoulder level. Press the top half of your body up as far as tolerated. Be
sure to keep the low back relaxed, the pelvis and legs remaining down on surface. Then,
slowly lower yourself back down to starting position. Repeat, attempting to raise upper
body higher each time, until you are able to straighten arms as you press up. Hold press
up position for _ _ seconds. Repeat
times.
Progreso del ejercicio. Acuestate boca abajo con las manos en posicion como si fuera a
hacer un push-up con las manos a nivel del hombro. Empuje el cuerpo superior hasta
donde pueda tolerar. Asegurece de mantener la espalda inferior relajada, mantenga el
pelvis y las piernas en la superficie. Luego baja el cuerpo hacia la posicion de comienzo.
Repita tratando de levantar el cuerpo superior cada vez mas alto hasta que pueda
enderesar los brazos cuando subes. Aguante en posicion por
segundos. Repita __.
veces.

Standing with hands in the small of your back, bend backwards slowly at your waist,
using hands for support. Keep the knees as straight as possible. Return slowly to upright
position. Repeat, trying to ber.d backwards a little further so that in the end you have
reached your maximum. Hold back bent position for _ _ seconds. Repeat_
times.
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Parado con las manos en el area pequena de la espalda, despacio doble la cintura hacia
atdls usando las manos de soporte. Mantenga las rodillas 10 mas derecho posible.
Enderescase despaciamente. Repita tratando de doblar cada vez mas hacia atras hasta que
halla alcanzado su maximo. Aguante la espalda doblada por _ _ segundos.
Repita
veces.

(

Post laminectomy instructions and exercises24 ,25
1. Wear corset at all times when up.
1. Use el cors~ to do el tiempo cuando este iespierto.
2. Begin a daily walking program.
2. Comience un programa de cominata diaria.

3. Precautions: Absolutely no bending or twisting.
No slouched sitting.
Avoid riding in an automobile if possible.
Don't sleep on stomach.
Don't strain at the stool, take a laxative if necessary.
Avoid sexual relations for approximately three weeks.
Avoid lifting and heavy activities until further discussed.
3. Precauciones: Absolutamente no se doble or tuersa.
No se sienta repantigado.
Evite pasear en carro si es posible.
No duenna boca abajo.
No se esfurce en el basin, tome un laxante si es necesario.
Evite relaciones sexuales por aproximadamente tres semanas.
Evite lavantamiento y actividades pesadas hasta discuciones
adicionales.
4. Limit sitting time to 10-15 minutes, 3-4 times per day for the first 2 weeks.
4. Limite el estar sentado a 10-15 minutos, 3-4 veces por dia por las primeras 2 semanas.
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5. When getting out of bed, roll onto side, swing legs off of bed, push with arms to get
into an upright position at edge of the bed, but keep back as straight as possible
5. Cuando se levante de la cama, ruede hacia un lado, gire las piemas de la cama, empuje
con los brazos para sentarse en la orilla de la cama pero mantenga la espalda 10 mas recto
posible
.
Prone lying
Lie flat on your stomach. Begin gradually, building to 5-10 minutes each time.
Discomfort in the back is OK, but this should not cause buttock or leg pain.
Repeat
times a day.
Acostado boca abajo
Acuestate boca abajo pero plano. Comienza gradualmente hasta llegar a 5-10 minutos
cada vez. No se preocupe de incomodidad de espalda, pero no debe causar dolor en las
veces al dia.
asentaderas 0 piemas. Repita

(
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Hamstring stretch
Lie on your back. Keep one leg flat on the surface. Grasp the other leg on the back of the
thigh and bring to 90 degrees. Straighten your knee as much as tolerated. You may tuck
your chin and lift your head slightly to add to stretch. Hold
seconds.
Repeat
times.
Acuestate boca arriba. mantenga una piema de plano en la superficie. Agarra la otra
piema por el musio tracero y traigalo 90 grados. Estire Ia rodilla mientras sea tolerable.
Puede aiforzar el ment6n y Ievantar Ia cabeza un poco para afiadir al estiro'n. Aguante
por _ _ segundos. Repita
veces.

r:-:----

l(\
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Gluteus sets
Squeeze buttocks together and hold for _ _ seconds. Repeat _ _ times.
Apriete las asentaderas juntas y aguante por _ _ segundos. Repita _ _ veces.

Abdominal sets
Lift head off of pillow, think about tightening the stomach muscles. Hold for
___ seconds. Repeat
times.
Sets abdominales
.
Levante la cabeza de la almohada y piense en apretar 10 musulos del estomago. Aguante
por _ _ segundos. Repita
veces.

Pelvic tilts
Lie on your back with your knees bent and your feet flat on the floor. Flatten the small of
your back against the supporting surface by tilting your pelvis. Hold for
seconds.
Repeat _ _ times.

Inclinaci~n pelvica
Acuestate boco arriba con las rodillas dobladas y los pies plano en el piso. Pon el area
pequetl'a de la espalda de plano en la superficie de soporte mediante la inclinacion del
pelvis. Aguante por
segundos. Repita
veces.
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Straight leg raise
Lie on your back with one knee bent with the foot on the surface and the other leg
straight. Raise your straightened off of the floor. Stop when you feel a stretch in the low
back or back of the thigh. Hold for
seconds. Repeat _ _ times.
Levantamiento de piema recta
Acuestate boca arriba con una rodilla doblada, con un pie en la superficie y la otra piema
recta. Levante la piema recta del piso. Detengase cuando sienta un estiron en la espalda
inferior 0 detras del muslo. Aguante por
segundos. Repita
veces.
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SHOULDER
HOMBRO
Rotator cuff precautions and exercises25
1. Wear the sling during the day. Wear the shoulder immobilizer at night or when extra
protection is needed.
1. Use el cabestrillo durante el dia. De noche pongase el immobilizador de hombro 0
cuando protecion adicional es necesaria.
2. Watch for signs of infection and contact your physician if there is:
- increase in warmth, redness, or swelling around the shoulder.
- tenderness around the shoulder or excessive pain.
2. Vela por signos de infecion y contacte su medico si hay:
- aumento en calor, rojura 0 hinchazon alrededor del hombro.
- ternura alrededor del hombro 0 dolor excesivo.
3. If pain occurs that does not subside following exercises, decrease the number of
exercise repetitions.
3. Si dolor ocurre y no se carma despues del ejercicio, reduzca el numero de repeticiones
del ejercicio.
4. Apply ice after exercise for pain control and swelling.
4. Aplique hielo despues delejercicio para controlar el dolor y la hinchaz6'n.
5. Avoid active shoulder motion, especially external rotation past neutral and elevation
past 90 degrees. Elbow and wrist can be moved actively.
5. Evite movimiento activo del hombro, especialmente rotacion externa despues de
neutral y elevacion despues de 90 grados. El codo y la muffeca se pueden mover
activamente.
6. Do not lean on affected arm.
6. No se arricone del brazo afectado.
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Pendulums
In standing, bend forward and support yourself with unaffected ann on table. Allow
affected ann to hang freely and relaxed. Rock/swing your body to get pendulum motion.
Pendulas
"
Estando parado, doble hacia el frente y sop6rtece en la mesa con el brazo bueno. Permita
que el brazo afectado cuelge libremente y relajado. Mece el cuerpo para alcanzar el
movimiento de pendula.
1. Swing the affected ann forward and backward like a pendulum. Repeat _ _ times.
1. Oscile el brazo afectado para el frente y atras como una p6ndula. Repita _ _ veces.

2. Swing the affected ann side to side like a pendulum. Repeat _ _ times.
2. Oscile el brazo afectado de lade a lado como una pendula. Repita _ _ veces.
3. Swing the affected ann like a pendulum in both diagonals. Repeat
times.
3. Oscile el brazo afectado como una pendula en ambas diagonales. Repita _ _ veces.
4. "With affected ann hanging toward floor, swing it like a pendulum in gradually bigger
circles. Then gradually decrease size of circles. First make clockwise, then
counterclockwise. Repeat
times.
4. Con el brazo afectado colgando hacia el piso, oscile el brazo en circulos gradualmente
engrandeciendo como una pendula. Luego gradual mente disminuya el tamano del
circulo. Primero a favor de la manecilla del reloj y luego en contra de la manecilla del
reI oj. Repita
veces.

,",
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Assisted shoulder outward rotation
Sitting upright with elbows bent to right angles and held close to your body, grasp a cane
with both hands. With your uninvolved hand, move your involved hand outward 10 to 20
degrees, keeping elbows tucked in. Hold for
seconds. Repeat
times.
Asistencia de rotacion hacia afuera del hombro
Sentado derecho con los codos doblados en angulos rectos y mantenidos cerca del cuerpo,
agarra un baston con las dos manos. Mueva la mano comprometida hacia afuera lOa 20
grados con la mano libre, manteniendo los codos alforzados. Aguante por_ _segundos.
Repita
veces.

Forward pulley
Attach pulley to ceiling or pla'.:'~ i"od with pulleys between door frame. Face the pulleys
and grasp the rope ends. Then slowly pull, alternating right and left hands. The power to
raise the involved arm comes from the uninvolved arm. Hold for
seconds.
Repeat
times. Restrict to 90 degrees until further stated by therapist or physician.
Polea delantera
Sujeta la polea al techo 0 coloca la polea con vara entre el marco de la puerta. Mira hacia
la polea y agarra 10 extremos de la soga. Luego hale despacio, alternando la mana
derecha y izquierda. EI poder de levantar el brazo envuelto viene del brazo libre.
Aguanta por
_ _ segundos. Repita
veces. Limitece a 90 grados hasta que el terapista 0 el
medico 10 cambie.
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Side pulley- only done post one month
Attach pulley to ceiling or place rod with pulleys between door frame. Pulleys should be
directly overhead. Grasp rope ends. Then slowly pull, alternating right and left hands.
Keep arms in a straight line with shoulders. The power to raise the involved ann comes
from the uninvolved arm. Hold for
seconds. Repeat
times. Restrict to 90
degrees until further stated by therapist or physician.
Polea de lado - solo se hace despues de un mes
Sujeta la polea al techo 0 coloca la polea con vara entre el marco de la puerta. la poleas
deben estar directamente sobre la cabeza. Agorra los extremos de la soga. Luego hale
despacio, alternando las manos derecha y izguirda. Mantengo los brazos en una linea
recta con los hombros. El poder de lc:!vantar el brazo envuelto viene del brazo lebre.
Aguante por
segundos. Repita
veces. Limite a 90 grados hasta que el
terapista 0 el medico 10 cambie.

Total shoulder precautions and exercises25
Precaucion total del hombro yejercicios
1. Avoid stretching or stressing of shoulder muscles until 6 weeks following surgery.

1. Evite estirar 0 poner en tension los musculos de hombro por 6 semanas despues de la
clruJla.

2. Avoid leaning on arm during daily activities until 6 weeks following surgery.
2. Evite apoyarse del brazo durante actividades diarias por 6 semanas despues de la
ClruJIa.

3. Maintain motion and strength in elbow, wrist and fingers.
3. Mantenga la fuerza y movimiento del codo, la muneca y los dedos.
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4. Wear sling during the day. Wear immobilizer at night or when extra protection is
needed.
4. Use el cabestrillo durante el dia. De noche use el inmobilizador de hombro 0 cuando
protecion adicional es necessario.
5. Watch for signs of infection and contact your physician if there is:
- increased warmth around shoulder
- increased redness around shoulder
- increased swelling around shoulder
- tenderness or excessive pain around shoulder
5. Vela por signos de infecion y contacte su medico si hay:
- aumento de calor alrededor del hombro
- aumento de rojura alrededor del hombro
- aumento de hinchazon alrededor del hombro
- ternura 0 dolor excesivo alrededor del hombro
6. Do not tum arm out toward the side when elbow is tucked in. Keep hand pointing
straight ahead.
6. No vire el brazo de lado hacia afuera cuando el codo esta alforzado. Mantenga la
mano apuntando recto hacia el frente.
Pendulums
In standing, bend forward and support yourself with unaffected arm on table. Allow
affected arm to hang freely and relaxed. Rock/swing your body to get pendulum motion .
.I

Pendulas
Estando parado, doble hacia el frente y sop6'rtece en la mesa con el brazo bueno. Permita
que el brazo afectado cuelgue libremente y relajado. Mece el cuerpo para alcanzar el
movimiento de la pendula.
1. Swing the affected arm forward and backward like a pendulum. Repeat _ _ times.
1. Oscile el brazo afectado para el frente y atras como una pe'ndula. Repita _ _ veces.
2. Swing the affected arm side to side like a pendulum. Repeat _ _ times.
2. Oscile el brazo afectado de lado a lado como una pe'ndula. Repita _ _ veces.
3. Swing the affected arm like a pendulum in both diagonals. Repeat
times.
3. Oscile ei brazo afectado como una pendula en ambas diagonales. Repita _ _ veces.
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4. With affected arm hanging toward floor, swing it like a pendulum in gradually bigger
circles. Then gradually decrease size of circles. First make clockwise, then
counterclockwise. Repeat
times.
4. Con el brazo afectado colgando hacia el piso, oscile el brazo en circulos gradualmente
engrandeciendo como una pendula. Luego gradualmente disminuya el tamano del
circulo. Primero a favor de la manecilla del reloj y luego en contra de la manecilla del
reloj. Repita
veces.

Forward pulley
Attach pulley to ceiling.or place rod with pulleys between door frame. Face the pulleys
and grasp the rope ·ends. Then slowly pull, alternating right and left hands. The power to
raise the involved arm comes from the uninvolved arm. Hold for
seconds.
Repeat
times. Restrict to 90 degrees until further stated by therapist or physician.
Polea delantera
Sujeta la polea al techo 0 coloca la polea con vara entre el marco de la puerta. Mira hacia
la polea y agarra 10 extremos de la soga. Luego hale despacio, altemando la mane
derecha y izquierda. El poder de levantar el brazo envuelto viene del brazo libre.
Aguante por
_ _ segundos. Repita
veces. Limitece a 90 grados hasta que el terapista 0 el
medico 10 cambie.
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ELBOW
CODO
Active assistiye exercises
Ejercicios de asistencia activa
Flexion
Hold wand with palms up. Bend elbows toward shoulders. Lower wand slowly. Repeat
___ times.
Flexion
Aguante la vara con las palmas hacia arriba. Dobla el codo hacia los hombros. Baja la
vara lentamente. Repita
veces.
Extension
Lie on your back, pointing involved arm to ceiling. Straighten involved elbow by helping
with the uninvolved arm. Repeat _ _ times.
./
ExtenslOn
Acuestate boca arriba, apuntando el brazo envuelto hacia el techo. Enderezca el codo
envuelto con la ayuda del brazo libre. Repita _ _ veces.
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Supination (palm up) and Pronation (palm down)
Clasp hands together. Turn involved palm up using uninvolved arm to assist when
needed. Turn palm down in the same manner. Repeat both ways
times.
Supinacion (palma de la mano hacia arriba) y PronaciO'n (palma de la mano hacia abajo)
Agarre las manos juntas. Vire la palma de la mano envuelta hacia arriba usando el brazo
libre de asistencia cuando sea necesario. Vire la palma de la mano hacia abajo de la
misma manera. Repita ambas maneras
veces.

Actiyelresistiye exercises
Starting position is with arms at sides. Exercises should be done slowly, steadily and
relaxed. All exercises become resistive by holding a soup can or pulling theraband tied
on a stable post.
Ejercicios activo/resistivo
La posicion de comienzo es con los brazos a los lados. Los ejercicios se deben hacer
lentamente, constantemente y relajados. Todos los ejercicios se convierten en resitivo
cuando se aguante una lata de sopa or se hala una banda elastica amarrada a un poste
estable.
1. Palm up, bend your elbow and try to touch the shoulder with your fingertips.
Straighten your elbow as much as possible. Repeat
times.
1. Con la palma de la mano hacia arriba, dobla el codo y trata de tocar el hombro con la
punta del dedo. Enderesca el codo 10 mas posible. Repita
veces.
2. Keeping your thumb up, bend the elbow. Try to touch the shoulder with your thUmb.
Straighten your elbow as much as possible. Repeat
times.
2. Manteniendo el dedo pulgar hacia arriba, doble el codo. Trata de tocar el hombro con
el dedo pulgar. Repita
veces.
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3. Keeping yo~ palm down, bend the elbow. Try to touch the back of the fingers to the
times.
shoulder. StraIghten the elbow as much as possible. Repeat
3. Manteniendo la palma de la mano hacia abajo, doble el codo. Trata de tocar el
hombro con la parte trasera de los dedos. Enderesca el codo 10 mas posible. Repita _
veces.

J

.
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WRIST
MuNECA

Activelresistive exercises
Keeping your involved arm at your side, bend your elbow to a right angle. All exercises
should be done slowly and smoothly. All exercises become resistive by holding a soup
can or pulling theraband tied around a stable post.
Ejercicios activoslresistivos
Manteniendo el brazo envuelto allado, dobla el codo a un artgulo recto. Todos los
ejercicios se deben hacer lentamente y suavemente. Todos los ejercicios se conviertien
en resistivos con aguanter una lata de sopa or halando una banda elastica amarrada .
alrededor de un poste estable.
1. Have thumb side pointing toward ceiling. Move your hand toward you as far as
possible, bending at your wrist. Relax, then move your hand away from you as far as
possible, bending at your wrist. Relax. Repeat
times.
1. Tenza ellado del de do pulgar apuntando hacia el techo. Doblando la muneca, mueva
la mano hacia ti hasta mas no poder. Relajate, luego mueva la mano lejos del cuerpo
hasta donde sea posible, doblando la muReca. Rc1ajate. Repita
veces.
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2. With the palm downward on a surface, move your hand as far as possible toward the
thumb, bending only at your wrist. Relax. Repeat
times.
2. Con la palma de la mano hacia abajo en una superficie, mueva la mano 10 mas lejos
po sible hacia el dedo pulgar, solamente doblando la muneca. Relajate. Repita
veces.
3. With your palm downward on a flat surface, move your hand toward your little finger
as far as possible, bending only at your wrist. Relax. Repeat
times.
3. Con la palma de la mano hacia abajo en una superficie plana, mueva la mano 10 mas
lejos posible hacia el dedo pequeno, doblando solamente la mu'fieca. Relajate.
Repita
veces.
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HAND
MANO

Actjye/resjstjye thumb exercjses
Ejercjcjos actjvo/resjstjvo del dedo pulgar
Abduction
Rest arm on a surface with palm up. Raise thumb up toward ceiling and slowly return to
starting position. This becomes resistive when you wrap a rubber band around the thumb
and fingers. Repeat
times.
Descansa el brazo en una superficie con la palma de la mano hacia arriba. Levanta el
dedo pulgar hacia el techo y luego regreselo despacio a la posici<fn de comienzo. Esto se
convierte en resistivo cuando enrollas una banda de goma alrededor del dedopulgar y los
dedos. Repita _ _ veces.
Adduction
Rest arm on surface, with hand palm down and over the edge, letting thumb hang down.
Raise thumb to touch palm and slowly let it drop to original position. This becomes
resistive when you hold a ball of putty between your thumb and fingers. Repeat
times.
Descansa el brazo en una superficie con la palma de la mano hacia abajo y sobre la orilla,
dejando que el dedo pulgar cuelgue. Levanta el dedo pulgar y toca la palma de la mano,
luego bajalo a la posicion orizinal. Esto se convierte en reisitivo cuando aguantes una
bola de plasticina entre el de do pulgar y los dedos. Repita _ _ veces.
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Opposition
Rest ann on surface, with hand palm down and over the edge. Touch thumb to fingertip
of each finger, one at a time. This becomes resistive when using a ball of putty between
thumb and each finger. Repeat
times.
Oposici6n
Descansa el brazo en una superficie con la palma de la mano hacia abajo y sobre la orilla.
Con el dedo pulgar toea la punta de cada dedo, uno a la vez. Esto se convierte en
resistivo cuando se usa una bola de plasticina entre el de do pulgar y cada dedo.
Repita
veces.

Activelresistive finger exercises
Ejercicios activo/resjstivo del dedo
Abduction/adduction
Thumb points toward the ceiling, spread fingers apart (resistive if wrap rubber band
around your fingers) and slowly bring them back together (resistive if put putty between
fingers). Repeat
times.
Apunta el de do pulgar hacia el techo, extienda dos dedos aparte (resistivo si envuelve
una banda de goma alrededor de los dedos) y lentamente regrese los dedos juntos
(resistivo si enlazas los dedos de la mano opuesta entremedio de los dedos de la mano
envuelto).
Repita
veces.
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Active/resjstjye thumb and finger exercjses
The following exercises become resistive when perfonned in bucket of sand, squeezing a
ball (flexion), or using a rubberband around thumb and fingers (extension).
Ejercjcjo actiyo/resjstjvo del dedo pulgar y dedos
Los siquientes ejercicios se convierten resistivo cuando se desempenan en un cuba de
arena, apretando una bola (flexion), 0 usando una banda de goma alrededor de los dedos y
el dedo pulgar (extension).
Flexion
With arm positioned so that palm faces up and hand is opened, curl your fingers to make
a fist. Slowly let fmgers return to starting position. Repeat
times.
Flexion
Ponga el brazo con la mano abierta y la palma de la mano hacia arriba, enrosca los dedos
hasta hacer un puilo. Lentamente permita que los dedos regresen a la posicibn de
comienzo. Repita
veces.
Extension
With arm positioned so palm faces down and hand is in a fist, open hand and straighten
fingers. Slowly resume fist starting position. Repeat
times.
ExtensiO"n
Ponga el brazo con la mana en un puno y la palma de la mano hacia abajo, abra la mano y
extrenda los dedos. Lentamente resuma a formar el puno nuevamente. Repita __veces.

I
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HIP
CADERA
Total hip replacement precautjons and exercjses24 ,25
Ejercjcjos y precaucjones para el receplazo total de la cadera
Precautions
Precauciones
1. Do not bend hip more than 90 degrees. Avoid sitting on low chairs and couches. Use
a toilet seat extender for 3 months after surgery.
1. No doble la cadera mas de 90 grados. Evite sentarse en sillas y sofas bajos. Usa un
extendedor de silla para el inodoro por 3 meses despues de la cirujia.

2. Do not cross your legs. Don't bring the operated leg past the middle of your body.
2. No cruce las piemas. No suba la piema operada sobre el medio del cuerpo.
3. Do not rotate (twist) your new hip. Keep it in toes forward position in sitting and
with toes pointing toward ceiling lying on back.
3. No rote (rosca) la cadera nueva. Cuando se siente mantenga los dedos del pie hacia el
frente y cuando este acostado boca arriba mantenga los dedos del pie apuntando hacia el
techo.
4. No straight leg raising for 6 weeks.
4. No levante las piemas rectas por 6 semanas.
5. When walking, tum by taking mini steps. Do not pivot on your new hip, tum on nonoperative leg.
5. Use pasos peque~os para virar cuando este"caminando. No pivotee en su nueva
cadera vire usando la piema que no esta'operada.
6. When seating yourself in a car, sit on the edge of the seat first and pull your legs in
afterward.
6. Cuando se siente en el carro, primero sientese en la orilla de la silla y luego hale las
piemas para adentro de carro.
7. Do not lie on the side of your new hip.
7. No se acueste en ellado de la cadera nueva.
8. Place pillows between your knees when lying on your side.
8. Coloque las almohadas entre las rodillas cuando se acueste de lado.
9. When stooping, bend one knee, keep operated leg back. Never squat.
9. Cuando se agache, dobla una rodilla y mantenga la piema operada hacia atra'S. Nunca
se siente en cuclillas.
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10. Don't try to put on your own shoes and socks in the usual way. Get someone to help
you or use an assistive device.
10. No trate de ponerse las medias y los zapatos de la manera usual. Consiga alguien que .
10 ayude 0 use un aparato de asistencia.
11. Don't take a tub bath or get into a tub. Take a shower, or get a tub seat.
11. No se meta en una banera 0 se meta en un bano. Tome una ducha 0 consiga un
asiento de bano.
12. Don't sit longer than one hour at a time and spend a good part of the day walking.
12. No se sienta por mas de una hora a la vez y pase la major parte del dia caminando.
13. Don't carry heavy loads.
13. No carge cargas pesadas.
Exercises - for general strengthening and as part of total hip arthroplasty protocol
Ejercicios - para fortalecimiento general y parte del protocol arthroplasty de cadera total
Abduction
Stand, facing a heavy chair or counter. Gently lift the entire leg out to the side, then
return your leg to the center. Ke:;::p toes pointed forward. Be sure to keep your upper
body stable. Movement is to occur from the hip. Repeat
times.
Parate de frente a una silla 0 mostrador. Gentilmente levanta la piema entera hacia el
lado y luego begresa la piema hacia el centro. Mantenga los dedos del pie hacia el frente.
Asegurece de mantener el cuerpo superior estable. EI movimiento debe ocurrir de la
cadera. Repita
veces.
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Extension
Stand, facing a heavy chair or counter. Keeping your knee straight, lift the entire leg
backward. Be sure to keep the upper body stable. Movement is to occur only at the hip.
Repeat
times.
Extensi6'n
Parate de frente a una silla 0 mostrador. Levante la piema completa hacia atras
manteniendo la rodilla recto. Asegurece de mantener el cuerpo superior estable. EI
movimiento debe ocurrir solo en la cadera.

Hip and knee flexion
Stand with your involved leg away from the chair or counter. Lift the knee in a
"marching" motion (bring knee toward chest), bending at the hip and knee. Do not bend
hip past 90 degrees. Slowly return your leg to the floor. Repeat _ _ times.

Flexio~ de cadera y rodilla
Parate con la piema envuelta alejada de la silla 0 mostrador. Levanta la rodilla hacia el
pecho, doblando en la cadera y la rodilla. No doble la rodilla mas de 90 grados.
Lentamente regresa la piema al piso. Repita
veces.

t
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Knee flexion
Stand, facing a heavy chair or counter. Bend the knee as far as possible (bring heel
toward ceiling). Slowly return your leg to the floor. Repeat
times.
Flexi6n de rodilla
Parate de frente a una silla 0 mostrador. Dobla la rodilla 10 mas posible (traiga el
hacia el techo). Lentemente regresa la piema hacia el piso. Repita
veces.

huon

Gluteus sets
Squeeze buttocks together and hold for _ _ seconds. Repeat _ _ times .
. Apriete las asentaderas juntas y aguante por _ _ segundos. Repita _ _ veces.
Quad set
Lie on your back with your legs straight. Tighten muscles on the front of the thigh by
pushing the back of the knee downward and further straightening the leg. Hold 5
seconds. Release hold. Repeat
times.
Acuestate boca arriba con las piernas rectas. Aprieta los musculos del musio delantero
mediante el empuje de la rodilla posterior hacia abajo y enderezando mas la piema.
Aguanta por 5 segundos. Relaje el muslo. Repita _ _ veces.

Ham set
Lie on your back. Tighten the muscles in back of thigh by digging the heel in and
bending knee slightly. Hold 5 seconds. Release hold. Repeat
times.
Acuestate boca arriba con las piernas rectas. Aprieta los muscuies del muslo trasero
mediante enterando el talon hacia adentro y doblando la rodilla ligeramente. Aguanta por
5 segundos. Relajece. Repita
veces.
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Heel slides
Lie on your back. Slowly bend involved leg, sliding heel toward buttock. Do not bring
heel of involved leg farther back than just even with uninvolved opposite knee. Repeat_
times.
Resbaladas de talon
Acuestate boca arriba. Lentamente dobla la piema envuelta, desligando el talon hacia las
asentaderas. No traiga el talon de la piema envuelta mas alIa que igual con la rodilla
libre. Repita
veces.

Abduction
Lie on your back. Keep your leg straight and toes pointing toward ceiling. Slide entire
leg out to the side and then back to center (do not cross midline). Repeat _ _ times.
Acuestate boca arriba. Manten la piema derecha y los dedos del pie aguntando hacia el
techo. Resbala la piema ::::.~!era hacia un lado y de regreso al centro (No pase de la linea
del medio). Repitaveces.

Ankle pumps
Lying down and with leg relaxed. Gently bend and straighten ankle (bring foot toward
head). Move through full available motion. Repeat
times.
Pompas de tobillo
Acostado con la pierna relajada. Dobla y endereza el tobillo gentilmente (traiga el pie
veces.
hacia la cobeza). Muevala por toda la mocion disponible. Repita
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KNEE
RODILLA

Total knee replacement precautjons and exercjses24,25
Ejercjcjos y precaucjones para el completo reemplazo de rodilla

1. Donlt jump or run on your new knee.
1. No brinque 0 corra en la nueva rodilla.
2. Donlt force your knee to bend, but bend it actively and naturally.
2. No fuerce la rodilla a doblar pero doblala activamente y naturalmente.
3. Donlt apply heat directly to your knee until there is little swelling.
3. No aplique calor directamente a la rodilla hasta que haiga muy poca hinchazon.
4. Donlt place a pillow under your knees for a long period of time.
4. No coloque una almohada debajo de la rodilla por largo tiempo.
5. Donlt walk without assisting devices until your knee is strong enough.
5. No camine sin los aparatos de asistencia hasta que la rodilla este suficientemente
.
fuerte.
6. Donlt rotate your knee in or out, keep it pointing straight ahead.
6. No rote la rodilla hacia adentro 0 afuera, manten la rodilla apuntada hacia el frente.
7. Donlt walk on uneven or rough surfaces.
7. No comine en superficies disparejas 0 asperas.
8. Donlt kneel on new knee.
8. No se arrodille en la nueva rodilla.
9. Do continue your exercises at home.
9. Continue los ejercicios en la casa.
10. Do gradually increase the speed and distance of your walking.
10. Gradualmente aumente la velocidad y distancia de la caminata.
Quad set
Lie on your back with your legs straight. Tighten muscles on the front of the thigh by
pushing the back of the knee downward and further straightening the leg. Hold 5 seconds.
Release hold. Repeat
times.
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Acuestate boca arriba con las piemas rectas. Aprieta los musculos del muslo delantero
mediante el empuje de la rodilla posterior hacia abajo y enderezando mas la pierna.
. Aguanta por 5 segundos. Relaje el muslo. Repita _ _ veces.

Ham set
Lie on your back. Tighten the muscles in back of thigh by digging the heel in and bending
knee slightly. Hold 5 seconds. Release hold. Repeat
times.
Acuestate boca arriba con las piemas rectas. Aprieta los musculos del muslo trasero
mediante enterando el talon hacia adentro y doblando la rodina ligeramente. Aguanta por
5 segundos. Relajece. Repita
veces.

Heel slides
Lie on your back. Slowly bend involved leg, sliding heel toward buttock. Do not bring
heel of involved leg farther back than just even with uninvolved opposite knee. Repeat_
times.
Resbaladas de talon
Acuestate boca arriba. Lentamente dobla la pierna envuelta, desligando el talon hacia las
asentaderas. No traiga el talon de la pierna envuelta mas alIa que igual con la rodilla libre.
Repita
veces.
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Straight leg raise
Lie on your back with one knee bent with the foot on the surface and the other leg
straight. Raise your straightened leg off of the floor. Stop when you feel a stretch in the
low back or back of the thigh. Hold for
seconds. Repeat
times.
Levantamiento de piemas rectas
Acuestate boca arriba con una rodilla doblada con el pie en una superficie y la otra pierna
recta. Levante la pierna recta del piso. Pare cuando sienta un estiron en la parte inferior
de la espalda 0 del muslo. Aguanta por
segundos. Repita
veces.

Ankle pumps
Sitting or lying down and with leg relaxed. Gently bend and straighten ankle (bring foot
toward head). ~.1ove through full available motion. Repeat
times.
Pompas de tobillo
Acostado con la pierna relajada. Dobla y endereza el tobillo gentilmente (traiga el pie
veces.
hacia la cabeza). Muevala por toda la mocion disponible. Repita
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Short arc quad
Sitting or lying on your back, place a rolled towel under your involved knee. Raise the
lower part of your leg until your knee is straight. Hold for five seconds and return leg to
surface. Repeat
times.
Corto arco quad
Sentado 0 acostado boca arriba, coloque una to alia enrollada debajo de la rodilla envuelta.
Levanta la parte inferior de la pierna hasta que la rodilia este recta. Aguanta par cinco
segundos y regresa la piema a la superficie.

Long arc quad
Sitting high enough that your feet do not touch the floor, straighten your knee as much as
possible. Then slowly lower your leg and relax. Repeat
times.
Largo arco quad
Sentado suficientemente alto que los pies no toquen el piso, enderezca la rodilla 10 mas
posible. Luego baja la piema lentamente y relajate. Repita _ _ veces.

Quad stretches
Quad estirones
1. Sitting on a chair high enough that your feet do not touch the floor, cross the heel of
your uninvolved leg over the ankle of your involved leg. Gently bend the involved knee,
using uninvolved leg, as much as possible. Hold for
seconds. Repeat
times.
1. Sentado suficientemente alto que los pies no toquen el piso, cruza el talon de la piema
sana sobre el tobillo de la piema envuelta. Gentilmente dobla la rodilla envuelta usando la
piema sana 10 mis posible. Aguanta por
segundos. Repita
veces.
2. Sit, facing a wall, toes of your involved leg against the wall. Gradually slide forward in
the chair, bending the knee. Hold the knee bent as much as possible for
seconds.
Repeat
times.
2. Sientate mirando la pared con los dedos del pie de la piema envuelta arinconados a la
pared. Gradualmente deslisate hacia el frente en la silla, doblando la rodilla. Aguanta la
veces.
rodilla doblada 10 mas posible por _ _ segundos. Repita
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Gravity-assisted knee flexion
Sit on a chair that allows free movement of your knee backwards. Bend your knee as far
as possible. Use your uninvolved leg to help the involved leg get to the straight position
again. Hold the bent position for
seconds. Repeat
times.
Flexion de rodilla con asistencia de graved ad
Sientate en una silla que permita la rodilla moverse libremente hacia atras. Usa la piema
sana para ayudar la piema envuelta a regresar a la posicion recta. Aguanta la posicion
doblada por _ _ segundos. Repita
veces.
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Resisted knee flexion
Sit on a chair, attach a belt around your ankle. Using your arms and the belt, pull your leg
to a straight knee position. Now, using your back'thigh muscles, slowly and forcefully
bend your knee against the belt's pull. Repeat
times.

,
Flexion resistiva de la rodilla
Sientate en una silla, amarra una correa alredeolor del tobillo. Hala la piema a la posici~n
de rodilla recta, usando los brazos y la correa. Ahora, usando el musculo del muslo
inferior, doble la rodilla en contra del talon de la correa lentamente y forsozamente.
Repita
veces.

Standing straight leg raises
Stand with your involved leg away from the counter or chair. Keeping your knee straight,
lift the entire leg forward. Be sure to keep your upper body stable. Repeat _ _ times.
Parate con la piema envuelta despejada del mostrador 0 la silla. Levante la piema
completa hacia el frente manteniendo la rodilla derecha. Asegurate de mantener el cuerpo
superior estable. Repita _ _ veces.

Knee flexion
Stand, facing a heavy chair or counter. Bend the knee as far as possible (bring heel
toward ceiling). Slowly return your leg to the floor. Repeat
times.
Flexion de rodilla
Parate mirando hacia la silla 0 mostrador. Dobla la rodilla 10 mas po sible (trae el talon
hacia el techo). Lentamente regresa la piema al piso. Repita
veces.
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Patellar mobilization
Sit with your legs straight and relaxed. With your hands, move your kneecap from side to
side and then up and down. Repeat
times.
Sientate relajado y con los pies rectos. Con las manos mueve el r6tulo de la rodilla hacia
los lados y despues de arriba a abajo. Repita
veces.

Quad set
Lie on your back with your legs straight. Tighten muscles on the front of the thigh by
pushing the back of the knee downward and further straightening the leg. Hold 5 seconds.
Release hold. Repeat
times.
Acuestate boca arriba con las piemas rectas. Aprieta los musculos del muslo delantero
mediante empujando la rodilla posterior hacia abajo y enderezando mas la pierna.
Aguanta por 5 segundos. Relaje el muslo. Repita _ _ veces.
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Arthroscopy exercises24
Quad set
Lie on your back with your legs straight. Tighten muscles on the frorit of the thigh by
pushing the back of the knee downward and further straightening the leg. Hold 5 seconds.
Release hold. Repeat
times.
Acuestate boca arriba con las piemas rectas. Aprieta los musculos del muslo delantero
mediante empujando la rodilla posterior hacia abajo y enderezando mas la pierna.
Aguanta por 5 segundos. Relaje el muslo. Repita _ _ veces.

Ham set
Lie on your back. Tighten the muscles in back of thigh by digging the heel in and bending
knee slightly. Hold 5 seconds. Release hold. Repeat
times.
Acuestate boca arriba con las piernas rectas. Aprieta los musculos del muslo trasero
mediante enterando el talon hacia adentro y doblando la rodilla ligeramente. Aguanta por
5 segundos. Relajece. Repita
veces.

Straight leg raise
Lie on your back with one knee bent with the foot on the surface and the other leg
straight. Have someone help you in raising your straightened off the floor. Stop when
you feel a stretch in the low back or back of the thigh. Hold for
seconds. Repeat_
times.
Levantamiento de piernas rectas
Acuestate boca arriba con una rodilla doblada con el pie en una superficie y la otra pierna
recta. Levante la piema recta del piso. Pare cuando sienta un estiron ella parte inferior
de la espalda 0 del muslo. Aguanta por
segundos. Repita
veces.
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ANKLE24

TOBILLO
Inversion!eversion
Sitting or lying down and with leg relaxed, gently tum ankle/foot in and out. Move
through full available motion. Repeat
times.
Sentado 0 acostado y con las piemas relajadas, gentilmente vire el tobillo/pie, para adentro
y para afuera. Muevelo por tada la mocion disponible. Repita
veces.

Ankle pumps
Sitting or lying down and with leg relaxed. Gently bend and straighten ankle (bring
times.
forefoot toward body). Move through full available motion. Repeat
Pompas de tobillo
Acostado con la pierna relajada. Dobla y endereza el tobillo gentilmente (traiga el pie
hacia la cabeza). Muevala por toda la mocion disponible. Repita
veces.
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Ankle circles
Sitting or lying down, slowly rotate foot/ankle clockwise and counterclockwise. Repeat
_ _ times.
Circulos del tobillo
Sentado 0 acostado, rote el pie/tobilla lentamente a favor de reloj y en contra de la
manecilla del reloj. Repita
veces.

Ankle alphabet
Using your ankle and foot only, trace the letters of the alphabet either on the floor or in
the air. Perform A to Z. Repeat alphabet
times.
Alfabeto del tobillo
Usando solo el pie y el tobillo, dibuje las letras del alfabeto en el piso 0 en el aire. Dibuje
veces.
de A a Z. Repita alfabeto
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Calf stretch
Sta~d, faci~g a wall. Use your hands to lean against the wall, keeping your back leg
straIght, with heel on floor. Your forward leg should be bent with the entire foot on the
seconds. Repeat
times.
floor. A stretch should be felt in your calf Hold
Estiron de batata
Parate..mirando la pared:, Usa las. manos para inclinarse de la pared, manteniendo Ia piema
de atras recta con el talon en el pISO. La piema delantera debe estar doblada co I .
n e pIe
completamente en el piso. Debe sentir un estiron en la batata.
Aguanta por
segundos. Repita
veces.

Plantar Fascia stretch
Stand, facing a wall. Use your hands to lean against the wall, keeping your back leg
straight. The back leg should be slid back so that the heel is off of the floor. Your
forward leg should be bent with the entire foot on the floor. Hold for
seconds.
Repeat
times.
Parate mirando la pared. Usa las manos para inclinarse de la pared, manteniendo la piema
de atr~ recta. La piema de atras debe ser deslizada para que el talah este sobre el piso.
Doble la piema delantera con el pie completamente en el piso. Aguanta por _ __
segundos. Repita
veces.
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One foot balance
Standing, attempt to balance on involved leg. Begin with your eyes open and then attempt
to perform exercise with your eyes closed. Try to increase time on one leg each session.
Repeat
times.
Balance de un pie
Parado, trata de balancearte en la piema envuelta. Comienza con los ojos abiertos y luego
trata de hacer el ejercicio con los ojos cerrados. Trata de aumentar el tiempo en una
piema con cada sesio'n. Repita _ _ veces.

CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSION
Communication is essential to quality health care and physical therapy
implementation. If communication is blocked by language barriers, administration of
proper care is impeded. Misunderstandings, dissatisfaction, misdiagnosis, noncompliance,
and poor follow-up care can result. There are options available to cross the language
barrier. Those options have limitations, however. The option provided by this project
offers a way to bypass these limitations while reaping the benefits of translation for proper
implementation of physical therapy care.
The project legitimately fulfills its purpose, but also has limitations. The
complexity of the Filipino Home Programs is the first limitation. Many Filipino translators
were presented with the' project. None of these translators had the fluency required, in the
amount of time provided, to complete the home programs. Thus, this project could not be
completed as originally intended.
A further limitation is the issue of fluency. This project relies on the ability of the
patient to read in order to utilize the written material with the audiotapes. A final
limitation of this project involves dialects. It is possible that the translations provided in
the Spanish translation is not in the dialect the specific patient uses.
Finally, the number of exercises utilized in a clinical setting is remarkable.
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Therefore, not all available exercises are addressed in the home programs. Protocols
presented in the home programs may not be optimal for every orthopedic clinical setting
because they vary upon therapist preference, physician recommendations, and future
research.
Although these limitations should be taken into consideration, there are also
advantages to this project. In facilities where translators are inaccessible, this option
provides an alternative solution to language barriers. Translated protocols and
reproducible audiotapes are an inexpensive means to communicate with non-Englishspeaking patients. Exercises, protocols, or languages in the home programs can be
modified to suit each clinical facility' s needs. Overall, after the home programs are
established, there will be less dependence on translators and more freedom for both the
patient and therapist.
Hopefully, this project will make therapists more aware of the importance of
communication in health care and provide tools to overcome problems with
communication. The project will also give non-English-speaking patients a prominent
voice in their care. These combined factors will decrease misunderstanding,
dissatisfaction, misdiagnosis, noncompliance, and poor follow-up care.

APPENDIX A

TMJ Evaluation
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Yes
S(
Did you have trauma to your head?

i TenIa impacto de un accidente a la cabeza?
Do you have arthritis?
l.Tienes artritis?
Do you have any sinus problems?

t Tienes problemas del seno?

. Do you wear a mouth appliance?

t L1evas un aparato de la boca?
po you grind your teeth?
mueles los dientes? (hace ruidos los dientes)

C Te

-during the day?
---durante el dla?
-during the night?
---durante la noche?
Does it hurt to open your mouth?

t Te duele de abrir la boca?
Does it hurt to close your mouth?

t Te duele de cerrar la boca?
Does it hurt to chew?

t Te duele cuando mascas?
.

Does your jaw pop?t:

t Se te salta la mandlbula?

Does your jaw click?

t Claqueas la mand(bula (boca)?
Does your jaw grind?

2 Hace ruido la madfbula?
Does your jaw ever lock?

t Se teatora la mandibula?
Do you have headaches?
(, Tienes dueles de cabeza?
Do you have eye problems? (blurred vision or double vision)

b Tienes problemas con los ojos? (vision obscurecida 0 empanada)
Do you have ear problems?
Tienes problemas con las orejas?

~

Do you have ringing in your ears?
,; Tienes sonando en las orejas?
Do you experience any dizziness?
tTienes algun vertigo (confusion)?

-,

No
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Page 2: TMJ Evaluation

No

Righl?
~Derecha?

Left?
GIzquierda?

BOlh?
,Las dos?

po you have pain in your neck?
tIe due\e e\ cuello?
Do you have pain in your jaw?
~ Ie duele la mandlbula?
Do you have pain in your leelh?

&Ie duel en los dientes?
Do you have pain in your moulh?
~ Ie duele 1a boca?

Do you have any shoulder pain?
GIe duele algUn hombr~?

Mark lhe area where your symploms are:

Marca las localidades de los slntomas:

right side
Derecha

front
Frente

leftside
Izquierda
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Shoulder Evaluation
Involved Shoulder:

Right?
Derecha?

Left?
Izquierda?
Yes

sf

No

Mark the area where your symptoms
are:
Marca las localidades de los sfutomas:

Is this injury work related?

i Es relacionado al trabajo?
Did this injury occur gradually?

t Occw1a este problema graduaImente?
Did this injury occur suckknly?
~ OCCurla este problema de repeute?
Is your symptom intermittent (occasional)?
tSon tus smtomas intermitentes? (a veces)
Is your symptom constant?

6Son tus smtomas constantes? (siempre)
Does your symptom increase with activity?
~ Aumeutan los sintomas con actividades nsicas?

Does your symptom decrease with rest?
(. Reduces los smtomas con el descanso? (amenorar)
Does itfeel better in the am?
GTe sientes mejor por la manana?

front
Frente

·•

·

lit

.

I_~_-

Does it feel better in the pm?

l Te sientes mejor por la noche?
Are you on any medications for your shoulder?
~ Tomas medicinas para el hombro?
Did you have any injections into your shoulder?
;, Has tornado inyecciones para el hombro?
Did you have any x-rays taken?

dTe han tornado rayos-x?
Any previOUS injury to this shoulder?
(, Te has lastimado el hombro antes?
Does your shoulder give out?

GSe te vence el hombro? (0 falsea)
Does your shoulder lock?
(. Se te atora el hombro?
Does your shoulder grind?

GHace ruido el hombro?
Does your shoulder pop?

GSe te salta?
Do you have any numbness in your arm?

GSientes alguna parte del hombro dorm ida?
Do you have any tingling?
i.Tienes algGn cosquilleo?

).

·

back
Espalda
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Do you have any radiating symptoms down your amI?
e1 braza?

~ Tienes algunos sintomas que te radian en

How does you symptoms change wilh-

i Como te cambian los sintomas conResting
Descansando
Moving your shoulder
Moviendo el hombre
Elevation ofyour arm
Subiendo el braza
Throwing
Tirando
Sleeping
Durmiendo
Applying heat
Aplicando calor
Applying cold
Aplicando fila
stormy weather
Con tiempo humido

Increase

Decrease

No difference

Aumcntar

Rcducir

Sin difcrcncia
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Elbow Evaluation
Involved Elbow:

Right?
t,Derecha?

Left?
Glzquierda?

Mark the area where your symptoms are:
Marca las localidades de los smtomas:

medial (inside)

lateral (outside)

Adeutro

Afuera

Yes

sf
Is this injury work related?
~ Es relacianado al trabajo?

Did this injury occur gradually?
~ Occurla este problema gradualmente?

Did this injury occur suddenly?

GOccurla este problema de repeute?
Is your symptom intermittent (occasio1UJI)?
,Son tus smtomas intermitentes? (a veces)
Did you have any swelling?
;. Esta enchado el codo?
Is your symptom constant?
(, Son tus smtomas constantes? (siempre)
Does your symptom increase with activity?
GAumeutan los smtomas con actividades fisicas?
Does your SY"}ptom decrease with rest?

t Reducen los mtomas con el descanso? (amenorar)
Are you on any medications for your elbow?
~ Tomas medicinas para el codo?

Did you have any x-rays taken?
GTe han tornado rayos-x?
Any previous injury to this elbow?
iHas lastimado el codo antes?
Do you have any numbness in your in your fingers?
, Sientes alguna parte de la mano/muneca dormida?
Do you have any tingling in your fingers?
c:Tienes algun cosquillen?
Do you have any radiating symptoms down your arm?
~Tienes algunos sGitomas que te radian en el braza?

No
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How does you symptoms change with-

~ Como to cambian los isntomas coResting

Descansando
Sleeping

Durmiendo
Applying heat

Aplicando calor
Applying cold

Aplicando frla
stormy weather

Con tiempo hUmido

Increase
Aumcntar

Decrease
Rcducir

No difference
Sin difcrcncia
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Wrist and Hand Evaluation
Involved Wrist/Hand:

. Right?

c,Derecha?

Left?
~ Izquierda?

Mark the area where your symptoms are:

Marca las localidades de los slntomas:

palmar (front)

Palma

dorsum (back)

Espalda
Yes
S(

Is this injury work related?
dEs relacionado al trabajo?
Did this injury occur gradually?
GOccurfa este problema graduaImente?
Did this injury occur suddenly?
cOccurfo este problema de repeute?
Is your symptom intermittent (occasional)?

CSon tus sintomas intermitentes? (a veces)
Did you have any swelling?

CSe Ie ha hinchado la mana 0 la muneca?
Is your symptom constant?
iSon tus smtomas constantes? (siempre)
Does your symptom increase with activity?
~Aumeutan los smtomas con actividades fisicas?

Does your symptom decrease with rest?
dReducen los smtomas con el descanso? (amenorar)
Are you on any medications for your -wrist/hand?
,Tomas medicinas para la manolla muneca?
Did you have any x-rays taken?
~Te han tornado rayos-s?

Any previous injury to this wrist/hand?
dAlgunas lastima duras anteriores a la manolla muneca?
Do you have any numbness in your in your fingers?
2Sientes alguna parte de la mano/muneca dorm ida?
Do you have any tingling in your fingers?
iTienes algun cosquillen?
Do you have any radiating symptoms down your arm?
~ Tienes algunos smtomas que te radian en el braza?

No
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How does you symptoms change with-

t. Como te cambian los sintomas conResting ·
Descansando
Sleeping
Durmiendo
In the morning
Par la manana
At night
Par lanoche
During the day
Durante el dia
Applying heat
Aplicando calor
Applying cold
Aplicando frfa
stormy weather
Can tiempo humido
How long have you had this pain?

t Por cuanto tiemp has tenido este dolor?

Increase
Aumentar

Decrease
Reducir

No difference

Sin diferencia
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Hip Eyaluation
Involved Hip:

Right?
~ Derecha?

Left?

t Izquierda?

Mark the area where your symptoms are:
Marca las localidades de los smtomas:

front
Frente

back
Espalda
Yes

sf
Is this work related?
(, Es relaeionado al trabajo?
Have you ever had any back problems?
tenido algunos problema de espalda?

~ Has

Do you have any radiating symptoms?
GTienes do;vrc!; que radian?
Were you able to walk after the injury occurred?

GPodlas eaminar depues de que oeeurlo el aeeidente?
Does your hip lock?
tEsta tu eadera inmovible?
Is your symptom intermittent (occasional)?

GSon tus smtomas intennitentes? (a veees)
Does your hip catch?

l Tiene movimiento libre de eadera?
Is your hip stiff?

i Estel tu eadera ado lorida?
Is your symptom constant?
lSon tus smtomas eonstantes? (siempre)
Do you have disturbed sleep?
iDuennes bien? (Te despiertas mueho?)
Are you on any medications for your hip?
,Tomas medicinas para la eadera?
Have you had any injections into your hip?

l Has tenido injecciones a la eadera?
Did you have any x-rays taken?
han tom ado rayos-s?

~Te

,Any previous injury to this hip?
I.Algunas lastimaduras anteriores a la eadera?

No
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How does you symptoms change with-

Increase
aumentar

t. Como te cambian los sintomas conAt rest
Al descansar
With activity
Con actividad
Sitting
Sentado
Standing
De pie
Walking
Caminando
Getting up to walk
Levantandote para caminar
Going up stairs
Subiendo las escaleras
Going down stairs
Bajando las escaleras
morning (am)
Por la manana
night (pm)
Por la noche
stormy weather
con tiempo hlimido
Applying Cold
Aplicando

rna

Applying Heat
Aplicando calor

-<.

Decrease
Reducir

No difference
Sin diferencia
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Knee Evaluation
Involved Knee:

Left

Right

tDerecha?

lIzquierda?
Yes
S(

Was there a pop?

t Hizo un saito?

Was there a snap?
~ Hizo unruido?

Did it swell within 2 MS.?

dSe Ie ha hinchado dentro de 2 hora?
Were you able to walk after the injury occurred?
~ Pod[as caminar despues de que occuno el accidente?

Is your knee stiff?
~ Esta entorpecido la rodilla?

Does your knee catch?

i Te para la rodilla cuando trata de moverlo?
Does your knee lock?

i Se te atora la rodilla?
Does your knee give out (buckle)?
~Se te vence (0 doblado) la rodilla?

. Is your symptom intermittent (occasional)?
dSon tus smtomas intermitentes? (a veces)
Is your symptom constant?
~ Son tus smtomas constantes? (siempre)

~

Does your symptom increase with activity?
Aurneutan los sintornas con actividades fisicas?

Does your symptom decrease with rest?
,Reducesn los sintornas con el descanso? (amenorar)
Do you have disturbed sleep?
~Duermas bien? (Te despiertas rnucho?)

Does itfeel better in the am?
~ Te sientes rnejor por la manana?

Does it feel better in the pm?
sientes rnejor por la noche?

~Te

Are you on any medications for your knee?

t Usas rnedicinas para la rod ilia?
Have you hadjluid drainedfrom your knee?
dTe han drenado fluido de la rodilla? (quitado fluido)
Have you had any injections into your knee?
Has tornado algunas injecciones en la rodilIa?

~

Did you have any x-rays taken?
,Te han tornado rayos-x?

:4ny previous injury to this knee?
t Has lastirnado la rodilla antes?

No

Page 2: Knee Evaluation
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How does you symptoms change with-

Increase

Decrease

No diffirence

Como te cambian los sintomas con-

Ameutar

Reducir

Sin diferencias

Sitting

Sentado
Standing

De pie
Walking

Caminando
Getting up to walk

Levantandote para caminar
Going up stairs

Subiendo las escaleras
Going down stairs

8ajando las escaleras
stormy weather

Con tiempo humido
applying heat

Aplicando calor
applying co.'J

Aplicando fria
Mark the area where your SY"'?toms are:

Marca las localidades de los smtomas:

Front
Frente

Back
Espalda
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Ankle Evaluation
Involved Ankle:

Right?

l derecha?

Left?

l izquierda?

Mark the area where your symptoms are:
Marca las lacalidades de los smtomas:

medial (inside)
Adentro

lateral (outside)
Afuero

dorsum (top)
arriba

plantar (bottom)
suelo

I
u
~ !f1 ~

l:J/.J

tJ

Yes
S[

No

Was there a pop?

t Hizo un saito?

Was there a snap?

t Hizo un ruido?
Did your ankle turn inwards?
tTe ha doblado al deutro?
Didyou ankle turn outwards?
iTe ha doblado a las afueras?
Did it swell within 2 hrs.?

t Se Ie ha hinchado dentro de 2 horas?
Were you able to walk after the injury occurred?
~ Podias caminar despueS de que occurlo el accidente?
Is your ankle stiff?
GEsta entorpecido el tobillo?
/s your symptom intermittent (occasional)?
l Son tus smtornas intennitentes (a veces)?

Is your symptom constant?

t Son tus smtornas constantes (siernpre)?
Does your symptom increase with activity?

t Aumeutan los smtornas con actividades des fisicas?
Does your symptom decrease with rest?
~Reducen los siiitornas con el descanso? (amenorar)
Are you on any medications for your ankle?
~Tornas rnedicinas para el tobillo?

Did you have any x-rays taken?
~Te han tornado rayos-x?

Any previous injury to this anlcle?

l Has lastirnado el tobillo antes?

!
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How does you symptoms change with-

Increase
Aumentar

Sitting

Sentado
Standing

de pie
Walking

Caminando
Getting up to walk

Levantandote para caminar
Going up stairs

Subiendo los escaleras
Going down stairs

Bajando las escaleras
stormy weather

Con tiempo hiimido
Applying Ice

Hielo
Applying Heat

Calor

Decrease
Reducar

No difference
Sin difcmcia
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Evaluation Checklist
TABLE of CONTENTS:
by
NADINE KM TAKA!
translation by
Lynn Nepomuceno

Cervical-LEEG
Lumbar-LIKOD

Shoulder-BALIKAT
Elbow-SIKO
Wrist / Hand- PULSO I KAMAY

Hip-BALAKANG
Knee-TUHOD

Ankle-ANKLE
TMJ-PANGA
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LUMBAR Evaluation
LIKOD

Yes
00
Is this work related?
ITO BA AY NANGY ARI SA TRABAHO?
Have you ever had any back problems?
NAGKAROON KA NA BA NG PROBLEMA SA IYONG LIKOD?
Do you have any radiating symptoms? (symptoms that travel to your shouders or arms)
MAY NARARAMDAMAN KA BA SA IYONG PUWIT 0 PATUNGO SA IYONG PAA?
Is your symptom intermittent (occasional)?
MlNSAN LANG BA ANG SAKIT?
Is your symptom constant?
PALAGI BANG MASAKIT?
Do you have disturbed sleep?
NAIISTORBO BA ANG IYONG PAGTULOG?
Does your symptoms increase with coughing?
LUMALALA BA ANG IYONG PAKIRAMDAM KAPAG IKAWAY UMUUBO?
Does your symptoms increase with sneezing?
LUMALALA BA ANG IYONG PAKIRAMDAM KAPAG IKAW AY BUMABAIDNG?
Does your symptoms increase with straining?
LUMALALA BA ANG IYONG PAKIRAMDAM KAPAG IKAWAY UMIIRI?
Do you have any muscular weakness?
NANGHllIINA BA ANG IYONG KASU-KASUAN?
Do you have any altered sensation? (numbness)
NAMAMANHID BA
Do you have any bladder problems?
MAY PROBLEMA KA BA SA PANTOG?
Are you on any medications for your back?
UMIINOM KA BA NG GAMOT PARA SA IYONG LIKOD?
Have you had any injections into your back?
ININIKSIYONAN BA ANG IYONG LLIKOD?
Did you have any x-rays taken?
KINUNAN BA NG X-RAYS?
Any previous injury to this back?
NASAKTAN NA BA IYONG LIKOD DATI?
Any previous back surgeries?
NAGKAROON KA NA BA NG OPERASYON SA IYONG LIKOD?

No
HL~DI
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Page 4: Lumbar Evaluation
A-fark the area where your symptoms are:
MARKAHAN MO KUNG SAAN KA MAYROONG NARARAMDAMAt'i:

back
LIKOD

front

HARAP
Please rate your pain on this scale:
MARKAHAN MO ANG IYONG SAKIT:
Back Pain
SAKIT SA LIKOD

t--=-=--------I/ .
No Pain
W ALANG SAKIT

Worst possible pain
PINAKAMASAKIT SA BUONG BUHAY

Leg Pain
SAKIT PATUNGONG PAA

Cervical Evaluation
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LEEG

/s this work related?
ITO BA AY NANGY ARI SA TRABAHO?
Have you ever had any neck problems?
NAGKAROON KA NA SA NG PROBLEMA SA IYONG LEEG?
Do you have any radiating symptoms? (symptoms that travel to your shouders or arms)
MAY NARARAMDAMAN KA BA SA IYONG PUWIT 0 PATUNGO SA IYONG PAA?
/s your symptom intermittent (occasional)?
MINSAN LAt'lG BA At'lG SAKIT?
Is your symptom constant?
PALAGI BAt'lG MASAKIT?
Do you have disturbed sleep?
NAIISTORBO BA ANG IYONG PAGTULOG?
Does your symptoms increase with coughing?
LUMALALA BA ANG IYONG PAKIRAMDAM KAPAG IKAWAY UMUUBO?
Does your symptoms increase with sneezing?
LUMALALA SA ANG IYONG PAKIRAMDAM KAPAG IKAWAY BUMABAHING?
Does your symp~oms increase with straining?
LUMALALA.BA ANG IYONG PAKmAMDAM KAPAG IKAW AY UMIIRI?
Do you have any muscular weakness?
NANGHIIllNA BA ANG IYONG KASU-KASUAN?
Do you have any altered sensation? (numbness)
NAMAMANHIDBA
Do you have any headaches?
SUMASAKIT BA ANG IYONG ULO?
Do you have any dizziness?
lKA W BA AY NAHIHILO?
Are you expereincing any nausea?
lKAW BA AY NAKAKARAMDAM NG PAGKADUDUNAL?
Are you experiencing any ring in the ears? (tinnitus)
MAY NARIRINIG KA BANG MATINIS NA TUNOG SA IYOIllG TENGA?
Do you have blurred vision or double vision?
LUMALABO 0 DUMOOSLE SA ANG IYONG PAGTINGIN?
Are you on any medications for your neck?
UMIINOM KA SA NG GAMOT PARA SA IYONG LEEG?
Have you had any injections into your neck?
[NINIKSIYONAN SA ANG [YONG LEEG?
Did you have any x-rays taken?
KINUNAN SA NG X-RAYS?
Any previous injury to this neck?
NASAKTAN NA SA IYONG LEEG DATI?
Any previous neck surgeries.?
NAGKAROON KA NA BA NG OPERASYON SA [YONG LEEG?

Yes

No

00

HINDI
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How does you symptoms change withP AANO NAIIBA ANG IYONG
NARARAMDAMAN KAPAG
At rest (stationary)
ANO ANG IYONG NRARAMDAMAN KAPAG lKAW
AY NAGPAHINGA?
With activity (on the move)
ANO ANG IYONG NARARAMDAMAN KAPAG
IKAW AY NAGPAHINGA?
Sitting
NAUUPO
Standing
NAKATAYO
Bending
TUMUTUNGO
Walking
LUMALAKAD
Getting up to walk (rising)
PATAYO PARA LUMAKAD
Going up stairs
PAAKYATNGHAGANAN
Going down stairs
P ABABA NG HAGDANAN'
morning (am)
UMAGA
night (pm)
GABI
as the day progresses
SAARAW
stormy weather
MASAMANG PANAHON
Applying ice
LINAGYAN NG YELO
Applying Heat
LINAGYAN NG MAINIT

Increase
MAS
MALALA

Decrease
MAS
MABUTI

No difference
WALANG
DIPERENSIY A
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Page 3: Cervical Evaluation

Please circle most appropriate response:
BILUGAN MO ANG TAMANG SAGOT

What position do you sleep at night:
PAANO KANG MATULOG SA GABI:

on your stomach
SA IYONG TIYAN

on your back
SA IYONG LIKOD

on your side-Right
SA IOYNG TABI KANAN

on your side-Left
SA IYONG TABI KALIWA

What type ofmatress do you have:
ANONG KLASE ANG IYONG lllGAAN:

firm
MATIGAS

sagging
SOBRANG LAMBOT

soft
MALAMBOT

How many pillows do you use:
GAANO KARAMONG UNAN ANG IYONG GINAGAMIT:

one (1)
ISA

two (2)
DALAWA

three (3)
TATLO

four (4)
APAT

Overail do you feel that your symptoms are:
SA LAHAT-LAHAT, KUMUSTA NA ANG IYONG PAKIRARAMDAM

improving
BUMUBUTI

staying the same
PAREHOLANG

worsening
LUMALALA

waterbed
WATERBED
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Page 4: Cervical Evaluation
Mark the area where your symptoms are:
MARKAHAN MO KUNG SAAN KA MA YROONG NARARAMDAMAN:

back
LIKOD

front

HARAP
Please rate your pain on this scale:
MARKAHAN MO ANG IYONG SAKIT:
Cervical Pain
SAKIT SA LEEG

No Pain
W ALANG SAKlT

Worst possible pain
Pffi~~SABUONGBUHAY

Arm Pain
SAKIT PATUNGONG BISIG AY KAMAY
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How does you symptoms change withPAANO NAIIBA ANG IYONG
NARARAMDAt'iAN KAPAG
At rest (stationary)
ANO At'lG IYONG NRARAMDAMAN KAPAG IKAW
AY NAGPAHINGA?
With activity (on the move)
ANO ANG IYONG NARARAMDAMAN KAPAG
IKAW AY NAGPAHINGA?
Sitting
NAUUPO
Standing
NAKATAYO
Bending
YUMUYUKO
Walking
LUMALAKAD
Getting up to walk (rising)
PATAYOPARALUMAKAD
Going up stairs
PAAKYATNGHAGANAN
Going down stairs
PABABA NG HAGDANAN
morning (am)
UMAGA
night (pm)
GABI
as the day progresses
SAARAW
stormy weather
MASAMANG PANAHON
Applying ice
LINAGY AN NG YELO
Applying Heat
LINAGY AN NG MAIN IT

Increase
MAS
MALALA

Decrease
MAS
MABUTI

No difference
WALANG
DIPERENSIY A
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Page 3: Lumbar Evaluation

Please circle most appropriate response:
BILUGAN MO ANG T AJ\1ANG SAGOT

What position do you sleep at night:
PAANO KANG MATULOG SA GABI:

on your stomach
SA !YONG TIYAN

on your back
SA IYONG LIKOD

on your side-Right
SA IOYNG TABI KANAN

on your side-Left
SA IYONG TABI KALIWA

What type of matress do you have:
ANONG KLASE At'lG IYONG IDGAAN:

firm
MATIGAS

soft
MALAMBOT

sagging
SOBRANG LAMBOT

How many pillows do you use:
GAANO KARAMONG UNAN ANG !YONG GL'lAGAMIT:

one (1)
ISA

two (2)
DALAWA

three (3)
TATLO

four (4)
APAT

Overali do you foel that your symptoms are:
SA LAHAT-LAHAT, KUMUSTA NA,ANG [yONG PAKIRARAMDAM

improving
BUMUBUTI

staying the same
PAREHOLANG

worsening
LUMALALA

waterbed
WATERBED
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Shoulder Evaluation
Involved Shoulder:
ALIN BALlKAT

Right?
KANAN

Left?
KALIWA
Yes

00
Is this injury work related?
ITO BA AY NANGY ARI SA TRABAHO?
Did this injury occur gradually?
PUANTI-UNTI BA ITONG LUMALA?
Did this injury occur suddenly?
ITO BA AY NANGYARI BIG LANG BIGLA?
Is your symptom intermittent (occasional)?
MINSAN LANG BA ANG SAKIT?
Is your symptom constant?
PALAGI BANG MASAKIT?
Does it feel better in the am?
MAS MABUTI BA ANG IYONG PAKIRAMDAM SA UMAGA?
Does it feel better in the pm?
MAS MABUTI BA A.."lG rYONG PAKIRAMDAM SA GABI?
Are you on any medications for your shoulder?
MAYROON KA BA NG GAMOT PARA SA IYONG BALIKAT?
Did you have any injections into your shoulder?
ININIKSYONAN BA Al~G IYONG BALIKAT?
Did you have any x-rays taken?
KINUNAN BA NG X-RAYS?
Any previous injury to this shoulder?
NA SAKTAN NA BA IYONG BALIKAT DATI?
Does your shoulder give out?
BUMIBIGAY BA ANG IYONG BALIKAT?
Does your shoulder lock?
NALO-LOCK BA ANG IYONG BALIKAT?
Does your shoulder pop?
PUMUPUTOK BA ANG IYONG BALIKAT?
Do you have any numbness in your arm?
NAMAMAHID BA ANG IYONG BISIG?
Do you have any radiating symptoms down your arm?
MA Y NARARAMDAMAN KA BANG PABABA SA IYONG BISIG?

No
HINDI
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How does you symptoms change withPAANO NAImA AL'l'G IYONG
NARARAMDAMAN KAPAG

Increase
MAS
MALALA

Decrease
MAS
MABUTI

No diffirence
WALANG
DIPERENSIYA

Moving your shoulder
GALAWIN MO ANG IYONG BALIKAT
Elevation ofyour arm
IANGAT MO ANG IYONG ARM
Throwing
TUMATAPON NG BOLA
Sleeping
SAPAGTULOG
Applying heat
LINAGY AN NG MAINIT
Applying cold (ice)
LINAGYAN NG MALAMIG (YELO)
stormy weather
MASAMANG PANAHON
How are your symptoms with rest?
ANO ANG IYONG NARARAMDAMAN
KAPAG IKAW AY NAGPAHINGA?
How are your symptoms with activity?
ANO ANG IYONG NARARAMDAMAN
KAPAG MARAMI KAL'l'G GINAGAWA?
Mark the area where your symptoms are:
MARKAHAN MO KUNG SAAN KA MAYROONG NARARAMDAMAN

K

·
•

•

·
·

).

Front
HARAP

Back
LIKOD
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Elbow Evaluation
Involved Elbow:

ALINGSIKO:

Right?
Ko\NAt'i?

Left?

KALIWA?

Yes

No
HINDI

00
Is this injury work related?
ITO BA AY NANGY ARI SA TRABAHO?
Did this injury occur gradually?
PAUNTI-UNTI BA ITONG LUMALA?
Did this injury occur suddenly?
ITO BA AY NANGYARI BIGLANG BIGLA?
Is your symptom intermittent (occasional)?
MINSAN LANG BA ANG SAKIT?
Did you have any swelling?
NAMAGABA?
Is your symptom constant?
PALAGI BANG MASAKIT?
Are you on any medications for your elbow?
MAYROON KA BA NG GAMOT PARA SA IYONG SIKO?
Did you have any x-rays taken?
KINUNAN BA NG X-RAYS?
Any previous injury to this elbow?
NA SAKTAN NA BA ANG IYONG SIKO DATI?
Do you have any numbness in your in your fingers?
NAMAMANHID BA ANG IYONG MGA DALIRI?
Do you have any radiating symptoms down your arm?
MAY NARARAMDAMAN KA BANG PABABA SA IYONG BISIG?

.~

"
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Page 2: Elbow Evaluation

How does you symptoms change withP AM'iO NAIIBA AN'G IYONG
NARARAMDAMAN KAPAG

Increase
MAS
MALALA

Decrease
MAS
MABUTI

No difference
WALANG
DIPERENSIY A

Sleeping
SAPAGTULOG
Applying heat
LINAGY AN NG MAINIT
Applying cold (ice)
LINAGY AN NG MALAMIG (yELO)
stormy weather
MASAMANG PANAHON
How are your symptoms with rest?
ANO ANG !YONG NARARAMDAMAN
KAPAG IKAW AY NAGPAHINGA?
Now are your symptoms with activity?
ANO ANG !YONG NARARAMDAMAN
KAPAG MAPAMI KA1~G GINAGAWA?

Mark the area where your symptoms are:
MARKAHAN MO KUNG SAA1~ KA MAYROONG NARARAMDAl'\l1AN

medial (inside)
SA LOOB

lateral (outside)
SA LABAS
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Wrist and Hand Evaluation
Involved Wrist/Hand:

ALING PULSO / KAl'viA Y:

Right?
KANAl'J?

Left?
KALIWA?

Yes

00
Is this injury work related?
ITO BA AY NANGY ARI SA TRABAHO?
Did this injury occur gradually?
PAUNTI-UNTI BA ITONG LUMALA?
Did this injury occur suddenly?
ITO BA AY NANGYARI BIGLANG BIGLA?
Is your symptom intermittent (occasional)?
MINSAN LANG BA ANG SAKIT?
Is your symptom constant?
PALAGI BAN'G MASAKIT?
Did you have any swelling?
NAMAGABA?
Are you on any medications for your wrist/hand?
MAYROON KA BA NG GAMOT PARA SA !YONG PULSO I KAMAY?
Did you have any x-rays taken?
KINUNAN BA NG X-RAYS?
Any previous injury to this wrist/hand?

NASAKTAN NA BA ANG !YONG PULSO I KA.!'\1AY DATI?
Do you have any numbness in your in your fingers?
NAMAMANHID BA ANG !YONG MGA DALIRI?
Do you have any radiating symptoms down your arm?
MAY NARARAMDAMAN KA BA SA !YONG BISIG?

No
HINDI
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Page 2: Wrist and Hand Evaluation
How does you symptoms change withP AANO NAIIBA AJ.'lG IYONG NARARAMDAMAN
KAPAG

Increase
MAS
MALALA

Decrease
i\'lAS
MABUTI

No difference
WALANG
DIPERENSIY A

Sleeping
SAPAGTULOG
In the morning (am)
UMAGA
At night (pm)
GAB I
During the day
SAARAW
Applying heat
LINAGYAN NG MAINIT
Applying cold (ice)
LINAGYAN NG MALANlIG (YELO)
stormy weather
MASAMANG PANAHON
How are your symptoms with rest?
ANO ANG IYONG NARARAMDAMAN KAPAG IKAWAY
NAGPAHINGA?
How are your symptoms with activity?
ANO ANG IYONG NARARAl'\1J)AMAN KAP AG MARAMI
KANG GINAGAWA?

l'vfark the area where your symptoms are:
MARKAHAN MO KUNG SAAN KA MA YROONG NARARAMDAMAN

palmar (front)
PALAD

dorsum (back)
LIKOD NG PALAD
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Hip Evaluation
Involved Hip:

ALING BALAKAl"'4G:

Right?
KANAN?

Left?
KALIWA?

Yes
00
Is this work related?
ITO BA AY NAL~GY ARI SA TRABAHO?
Have you ever had any back problems?
NAGKAROON KA NA BA NG SA fYONG LIKOD?
Do you have any radiating symptoms?
MAY NARARAMDAMAN KA SA !YONG PUWIT 0 PATUNGO SA !YONG PAA?
Were you able to walk after the injury occurred?
NAKALAKAD KA BA PAGKATAPOS KANG MASAKTAN?
Does your hip lock?
NALO-LOCK BA AL'lG?
Does your hip catch?
SUMASARIT BA ANG IYONG BALAKANG?
Is your symptom intermittent (occasional)?
MINSAN LANG BA ANG SAKIT?
Is your symptom constant?
PALAGI BANG MASAKIT?
Do you have disturbed sleep?
NAHIHIRAPIN KA BAL'lG MATULOG?
Are you on any medications for your hip?
UMIINOM KA BA NG GAMOT PARA SA !YONG BALAKANG?
Have you had any injections into your hip?
ININIKSIYONAN BA ANG [yONG BALAKANG?
Did you have any x-rays raken?
KUNUKAN BA NG X-RAYS?
Any previous injury to this hip?
NASAKTAN NA BA ANG [yONG BALAKANG DATI?

No

HINDI
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Page 2: Hip Evaluation

Increase
MAS
MALALA

How does you symptoms change withP AANO NAIIBA ANG !YONG
NARARAMDAMAl'l KAP AG
At rest
NAGPAPA.HINGA
With activity
MAY GINAGAWA
Sitting
NAUUPO
Standing
NAKATAYO
Walking
LUMAKKAD
Gening up to walk
PATAYO SA LUMAKAD
Going up stairs
PAAKYATSA HAGDANAN
Going down stairs
PABABA SA HAGDANAN
morning (am)
UMAGA
night (pm)
GABI
stormy weather
MASAMANG P ANAHON
Applying Cold (ice)
LINAGYAN NG MALAMIG (YELO)
Applying Heat
LINAGY AN NG MAINIT

-

Decrease
MAS
MABUTI

No difference
WALANG
DIPERRENSIYA
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Knee Evaluation
Involved Knee:

Right?

Left?

ALING TUHOD:

KANAl~

KALIWA
Yes

No
HINDI

00
Was there a pop?
MAY NARINIG KA BAl'lG PUMUTOK?
Was there a snap?
NABALIBA?
Did it swell within 2 hrs.?
NAMAGA BA NG DALAW ANG ORAS?
Were you able to walk after the injury occurred?
NAKALAKAD KA BA PAGKATAPOS KANG MASAKTAN?
Is your knee stiff? (lock)
NALO-LOCK BA ANG IYONG TUHOD?
Does your knee catch?
SUMA SARIT BA ANG IYONG TUHOD?
Does your knee give out (buck/e)?
BUMIBIGAY BA ANG IYONG TUHOD?
Is your symptom intermittent (occasiona/)?
MINSAN LANG BA ANGSAKIT?
Is your symptom constant?
PALAGI BANG MASAKIT?
Does your symptom increase with activity?
LUMALALA BA KAPAG MARAMI KANG GINAGAWA?
Does your symptom decrease with rest?
BUMUBUTI BA KAPAG NAGPAffiNGA KA?
Do you have disturbed sleep?
NAHIHIRAPAN KA BANG MATULOG?
Does itfoel better in the am?
MAS AMBUTI BA ANG PAKIRAMDAM MO SA UMAGA?
Does it feel better in the pm?
MAS MABUTI BA ANG P AKIRAMDAM MO SA GABI?
Are you on arry medications for your knee?
MA YROON KA BA NG GAMOT PARA SA IYONG TUHOD?
Have you had arry injections into your knee?
ININIKSIYONAN BA ANG IYONG TUHOD?
Did you have arry x-rays taken?
KlNUNAN BA NG X-RAYS?
Arry previous injury to this knee?
NASAKTAN NA BA MIG IYONG TUHOD DATI?

'- -

. I
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Page 2: Knee Evaluation:
How does you symptoms change withP AAHO NAlmA Al.'I(G IYONG
NARARAMDAMAN KAPAG?

Increase
MAS
MALALA

Decrease
MAS
MABUTI

No difference
WALANG
DIPRENSIYA

Sitting
NAUUPO
Standing
NAKATAYO
Walking
LUMALAKAD
Getting up to walk
PATAYOPARALUMAKAD
Going up stairs
PAAKYATSA HAGDANAN
Going down stairs
PABABA SA HAGDANAN
Stormy weather
MASAMANG PANAHON
Applying heat
LINAGYAN NG MAINIT
Applying cold (ice)
LINAGYGAN NG MALAMIG (VELO)

Mark the area where your symptoms are:
MARKAHAN MO KUNG SAAN KA MAYROONG NARARAMDAMAN

Front
HARAP

Back
LIKOD
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Ankle Evaluation
Involved Ankle:

ALING ANKLE:

Right?

KANAN?

Left?

KALIWA?

Yes

00
Was there a pop?
MAY NARINIG KA BAl'l"G PUMUTOK?
Was there a snap?
NABALIBA?
Did your ankle turn inwards?
NATAPILOK KA BANG PALOOB?
Didyou ankle turn outwards?
NATAPILOK KA BANG PALABAS?
Did it swell within 2 hrs.?
NAMAGA BA NG DALAWANG ORAS?
Were you able to walk after the injury occurred?
NAKALAKAD KA BA PAGKATAPOS KANG MASAKTAN?
Is your symptom intermittent (occasional)?
MINSAN LANG BA ANG SAKIT?
Is your symptom constant?
PALAGI BANG MASAKlT?
Does your symptom increase with activity?
LUMALALA BA KAPAG MARAJ.W KANG GINAGAWA?
Does your symptom decrease with rest?
BUMUBUTI BA KAPAG NAGPAHlNGA KA?
Are you on any medications for your ankle?
MAYROON KA BA NG GAMOT?
Did you have "any x-rays taken?
KINUNAN BA NG X-RAYS?
Any previous injury (0 (his ankle?
NASAKTAN MO NA BA ITO DATI?

No
HINDI
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Page 2: Ankle Evaluation

How does you symptoms change withPAANO NAIIBA Al''iG IYONG
NARARAl'VIDAMAN KAP AG

Increase
MAS
MALALA

Decrease
MAS
MABUTI

No difference
WALANG
DIPERENSIY A

Sitting
NAUUPO
Standing
NAKATAYO
Walking
LUMALAKAD
Getting up to walk
PATAYOPARALUMAKAD
Going up stairs
PAAKYATNGHAGDANAN
Going down stairs
P ABABA NG HAGDAL'iAN
stormy weather
MASAMANG PANAHON
Applying Ice
LINAGY AN NG YELO
Applying Heat
LINAGYAN NG MAINIT
Mark the area where your symptoms are:
MARKAHAN MO KUNG SAAN KA MAYROONG NARARAMDAL'1AN:

medial (inside)
SA LOOB

lateral (outside)
SA LABAS

dorsum (top)
SAmABAW

plantar (bottom)
SA T ALAMP AKAN
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TMJ Evaluation
PAl"'TGA
Yes
00
Did you have trauma to your head?
NATAMAANKABASA ULO?
Do you have arthritis?
MAYROON KA BANG RAYUMA?
Do you have any sinus problems?

Do you wear a mouth appliance?
Do you grind your teeth?
-during the day?
SAARAW
--during the night?
SAGABI
Does it hurt to open your mouth?
MASAKIT BANG BUKSAN ANG !YONG BIBIG?
Does it hurt to close your mouth?
MASAKIT BANG ISARA ANG !YONG BIBIG?
Does it hurt to chew?
MASAKIT BANG NGUMUYA?
Does your jaw pop? (click)
TUMUTANOG BA ANG !YONG PANGA?
Does your jaw grind?

,

Does your jaw ever lock?
NALO-LOCK BA ANG !YONG PANGA?
Do you have headaches?
SAMASAKIT BA ANG IYONG ULO?
Do you have eye problems? (blurred vision or double vision)
LUMALABO 0 DUMODOBLE BA ANG IYONG PAGTINGIN?
Do you have ear problems?
i'rtA Y PROBLEMA KA BA SA TENGA?
Do you have ringing in your ears?
MA Y NARIRINIG K.<\ BANG MATINIS NA TUNOG SA IYONG TENGA?
Do you experience any dizziness?
lKA W BA A Y NA HIHILO?

No
HINDI
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Page 2: TMJ Evaluation

No
HINDI

Right?
KANAN

Left? .
KALIWA

Both?
SADALAWA

Do you have pain in your neck?
MAY NARARAMDAMAN KA BA SA IYONG LEEG?
Do you have pain in your jaw?
MAY NARARAMDAMAN KA BA SA IYONG
PANGA?
Do you have pain in your teeth?
MAY NARARAMDAMAN KA BA SA.IYONG
NGIPIN?
Do you have pain in your mouth?
MAY NARARAMDAMAN KA BA SA IYONG
BmIG?
Do you have any shoulder pain?
MAY NARARAMDAMAN KA BA SA IYONG
BALIKAT?

Mark the area where your symptoms are:
MARKAHAN MO KUNG SAAN KA MAYROONG NARARAMDAMAN:

right side
KANAN

front
HARAP

leftside
KALIWA
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Nancy Feist
Independent Study
Release Form

I release pennission to use my translated work, whether verbal or written, to be used in the
Independent Study "Crossing the Language Barrier in Physical Therapy Practice".

Date
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dI-ricie in

t.l)

po~siblc~

perlt)p;:l'alive
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pag~
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1i

or

TJble.2 ii·om the

~micle !'Barriers to periopermive patient
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Pascal James Imperato. tvLD.
Department of Preventive I\Jedicine and Conununitv Health
State University of New York
Health Science Center at Brooklvn
450 Clark~on Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11203
Septemher 27, 1995
Nancy Feist B.S.P.T.
. +13 Swanson Hall
Grand Forks. :t\:T I 58202
D ear Pascal James Imperato, l\,J.D.:
Hello. I am a physical therapy student in my graduate year at the Universit:" of ~Olih
Dakota. I am currently \vorking on my Independent Study paper as a requirement for my
IvIaster degree in physical therapy. Ivly topic. pertains to crossing the language barrier in
health care between a patient and a health care \\'01'ke1'. YVhen reviewing literature. I read .1
piece iI-om your journal entitled" A study of patient satisfaction ,vith primary health care

services in Saudi Arabia ".
The citation for this article is:

JournaL of Community Health. 1993 Feb: 18(1 ):-l-9-5-l-

If you find it possible, I \vould like: your pennission in utilizing T abJe 1 on page 52 of this
article in my hldependent Study. Ple:1se checl the ~ppropliate tine li<;ted on the next page
provide your signamre. [ have enclosed i1 sdf·addressed stamp w veiope br you to
return this form as soon as :,!on can w ith your ciecL<;ion.
~md

~'our {lIne and your \-\ion<.icril.tl \vork to heir' pro\.,<.i.c access to rt~search. It
has definitely helped m t:: in my academic growth and in [he ueveiopment ()f my

'f lu,nl\. you for

independent Study.
Sincl;reiv.

J
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Office of Rigbts/Permissions~ Plenum
h:blishing Corp. 233 Spring Street
:~€'I! York. NY 10013
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./
Permission granted to utilize home program protocols and/or their pictorial
representations in Independent Study.
_ _ Permission not granted to utilize home programs protocols and/or their pictorial
representations in Independent Study.

Date

!

llil 9 -S-

Thank you!
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~Pennission granted to utilize home program protocols and/or their pictorial
representations from l\ledcenter One Health Systems in Independent Study.
___ Pennission not granted to utilize home programs protocols andJ'or their pictorial
representations irom IVledcenter One Health Systems in Independent Study.
) 0 I~()

/q.s

I
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L

~

Thank von!
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